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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
The concept of social intelligence is not a new one but it is one about
which relatively little is known.

The general idea of some form of social

intelligence is found in many popular phrases and common sense beliefs such
as, "He's a good judge of character," or "woman's intuition."

The concept's

scientific origin is generally traced to Thorndike (1920) who first introduced
the term social intelligence as distinct from abstract and mechanical intelligence.

He defined it as" ••• the ability to understand and manage men and women

boys and girls--to act_wisely in human relations {p. 228)."

Since Thorndike

first offered his definition, research in the area has been sporadic and our
knowledge of the subject has advanced surprisingly little.

This lack of

advancement seems to be due to at least two major factors, namely a divergence
of research efforts and the lack of development of an adequate measure of
social intelligence.

Recently, some progress has been made in the development

of a measure of social intelligence by O'Sullivan and Guilford (1966) but
little has been done regarding the divergence.of research efforts.
Many researchers have pursued what seems to be the "understanding'' aspect
of Thorndike's definition of social intelligence but under varying titles.

OnE

area of research that is closely related to the understanding aspect of social
intelligence, person perception, has received much attention as shown by the
reviews of Bruner and Tagiuri (1954) and Tagiuri (1969) while other similar
areas are reviewed as skill in social perception (Bronfenbrenner, Harding &
Gallwey, 1958), ability to judge people (Taft, 1955; 1956), empathy (Dymond,
1

2

1950
(

), and role taking ability (Feffer & Suchotliff, 1966).

Walker and Foley

) in a review of social intelligence research suggested three reasons why
1973

those interested in the broad area of person perception have not joined forces
with those interested in social intelligence:

(1) the failure to develop ade-

quate measures of social intelligence while those in person perception have hac
some success with their techniques, (2) that those in social intelligence approach their problems in terms of individual differences while those in person
perception obtain group data, and (3) that those active in social intelligence
bave been interested in psychometrics, while those active in person perception
are identified with social psychology.
In another vein the researchers in social intelligence might also be criticized for their failure to explore other personality dimensions in relation
to soc.i.al intellige111:e.

One notable exception is a recent attempt

1... .....
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Neuringer (1971) to relate Byrne's (1961) Repression-Sensitization dimension to
social intelligence.

Though they failed to find a relationship their efforts

are to be given credit for attempting to fill.what is a large gap in the
research on social intelligence.
A different personality dimension which shows some promise of relating to
social intelligence is that of analytical versus global cognitive styles devel·
oped by Witkin and his associates {Witkin, Dyk, Faterson, Goodenough, & Karp,
1962; Witkin, Lewis, Hertzman, Machover, Meissner, & Wapner, 1954).

Witkin

has indicated that persons with an analytical cognitive style, as compared to
persons with a global cognitive style, tend to experience others in terms of
deeper attitudes and attributes.

Thus they suggested that a person with an

analytical style would be better able to understand others in the sense

•.
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referred to be Thorndike in his definition of social intelligence.
The investigation of role-taking .ability or "decentering" by Feffer
(Feffer, 1959; Feffer & Suchotliff, 1966) also suggested the understanding of
another person as indicated by Thorndike.
from another's point of view.

That is, the ability to see things

Feffer's work would seem to be related to that

of Witkin in that what Witkin describes as the ability to separate the

p~rts

from a whole is very close to Feffer's use of the decentering concept of Piaget
(Piaget, 1950).

In both cases, a person is required to keep several aspects

and perspectives of a situation in mind at the same time.
Earlier it was mentioned that some progress in the measurement of social
intelligence has been made by Guilford and his associates.

This progress is

in the form of their Six Factor Test of Social Intelligence (O'Sullivan & Guilf~rd,

1906).

This test was developed from Guilfvrd's

wo~k

with his Structura

of Intellect model of intelligence which specifies the content, the operation,
and the product of a given intellectual act (Guilford, 1967).

The operational

area of Guilford's model upon which his social intelligence test is based is
that of cognition, while the content area is that of behavior.

O'Sullivan and

Guilford 1 s (1965) concept of behavioral cognition is "The ability to understanc
the thoughts, feelings, and intentions of other people as manifested in discernible, expressional cues (p. 6)."

O'Sullivan, Guilford, and de Mille (1965)

indicated that their six hypothesized behavioral cognition abilities probably
cover the traditional constructs of social sensitivity, empathy, and person
perception.

The understanding referred to oy Guilford seems to contain the

same elements as the understanding referred to be Thorndike and Feffer, and to
be closely related to the cogniti.ve style dimension of Witkin.

4
In light of the discussion above, the general purpose of the present
research will be to draw together some of the research on social intelligence,
as measured by Guilford; balanced decentering, as measured by Feffer; and cognitive style, as measured by Witkin's analytical versus global dimension.

Thie

line of thought and specific hypotheses regarding it will be developed in the
following section.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
In order to draw the works of Witkin, Feffer, and Guilford together this
paper will first examine Witkin's analytical-global dimension and its possible
relation to understanding others.

It will then examine Feffer's decentering

or role-taking ability and its relationship to Witkin's dimension and, finally,
Guilford's construction of social intelligence and its relationship to the work
of both Witkin and Feffer.
Cognitive Style
Witkin's suggestion of an analytical-global continuum of cognitive style
is an outgrowth of his work in perception.

Witkin et al. (1954, 1962) origi-

nally discovered that people orient themselves in space in different manners.
They found that some people when placed in a tilted room on a chair tilted to
a different degree were able to determine the true uprighc more accuracely
than others.

Similarly, they found that persons who judged the upright more

accurately in the tilted room situation were able to more accurately orient a
ttlted rod to the upright within a tilted frame.

Again, they found on a third

task, which did not involve spatial orientation of the body, that persons who
were accurate in judging the upright were also more adept at finding a simple
geometric figure hidden in a complex figure.

What these three perceptual mea-

sures have in common is the necessity to keep an item separate from a field or
embedding context.

Persons who showed facility at keeping the item separate

Witkin called field-independent while he called those who had difficulty doing
so field-dependent.
In these situations, for the relatively field-dependent subjects, object
5
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and field tend to fuse, so that the separation called for by the task cannot
easily be made.

In this sense, the more field-dependent subjects' experience

can be characterized as global.

In contrast, the performance of a relatively

field-independent person, who is

~ble

termed analytical.

to keep object and field separate, is

It must be kept in mind, though, that the terms "global"

and "analytical" refer to extremes of a dimension and so they are actually
opposite poles of a continuum.
That the analytic-global style of functioning on perceptual tasks is not
specific to perceptual situations was supported in a factor-analytic study by
Goodenough and Karp (1961) using 10- and 12-year-old boys.

The variables in

the correlational matrix included scores on the three perceptual tests and the
12 WISC subtests.
I

fouad.

Three major factors, consistent for the two groups, were

The three perceptual tests along with .:mly three WISC subtests (Block

Design, Picture Completion, and Object Assembly) had their highest loading on
Factor I.

Goodenough and Karp suggested that according to Witkin's conceptual

ization and a job analysis of the tasks, perfqrmance on these three WISC subtests and on the three perceptual tests, had in conunon the requirement that th
influence of an embedding context be overcome.

Factors II and III appeared to

be interpretable as a verbal factor and an attention-concentration factor
respectively.

This interpretation was consistent with other factor-analytic

studies of the WISC (Cohen, 1959).
In another study Baggaley (1955), using 38 male and 30 female subjects
between the ages of 14 and 58, found that the analytical-global dimension was
related to performance on a concept formation task similar to the Vigotsky
Block Test.

Dickstein (1968) also found that Witkin's dimension as measured

7
by a concealed figures test was related to performance on a concept attainment
task in which the stimulus materials were composed of several perceptual attri
butes (e.g. shape, color).
These and other studies (Witkin et al., 1962; Witkin et al., 1964) sugges
that the field-dependence-independence or global-analytical dimension does not
simply operate in the perceptual area but that it is actually a dimension of
cognitive style which expresses itself in both perceptual and intellectual
functioning.
Social Perception.

Witkin suggested that the analytical-global dimension

operates in the perception and understanding of people as well as in impersona
tasks.

As a result of their experimentation Witkin et al. (1962) stated that

" ••• people with a global field approach are particularly attentive to others,
• e5pecially to facial characteristics and expressions which provide ready cues
to another person's moods and attitudes .•• people with an analytical approach
tend to experience others in terms of deeper attitudes reflecting their more
developed awareness and greater ability to maintain the kind of distance from
people necessary for objective evaluation (pp. 147-149)."
Several studies have provided support for Witkin's contentions.

Rudin

and Stagner (1958) investigated whether individuals markedly affected by context in physical perception (Rod-and-Frame and the Embedded Figures Test)
would show similar effects in social perception (the Picture Contextual Test
and the Self Contextual Influence Test).

They found that the Rod-and-Frame

and Embedded Figures Test scores of 34 male college undergraduates correlated
positively and significantly with their measures of social stimuli, the Picture Contextual Test and the Self Contextual Influence Test.

That is,

8

individuals who were strongly affected by context in physical perception were
also strongly affected by context in social perception while individuals less
strongly affected by context in physical perception were less strongly affectec
by context in social perception.
Crutchfield, Woodworth, and Albrecht (1958) tested Air Force captains who
had previously stayed at assessment centers for the accuracy of their recall
of other center residents and found that the number of correct identifications
of photographs of fellow residents was significantly related to high fielddependence.
In a study by De Varis (1955), 12-year-old field-dependent boys were significantly more accurate in selecting cut-out photographs of their own facial
features among a set of similar part photographs of others.

He suggested that

this was consistent with a previously noted tendency for persons with a global
field approach to describe themselves and others in terms of external constructs.

Physical characteristics are one form of external construct.

This

trend was noted in a study by Bieri, Bradburn, and Galinsky (1958) using a
method developed by Kelly (1955) in which each subject was asked to indicate
important personal characteristics by which two people resembled each other anc
differed from a third.

They found that field-dependent women used external

constructs in characterizing others significantly more often than field-independent women and that field-independent women used internal constructs such
as motivation, emotional expression, or social behavior more often than fielddependent women.
quite significant.

For men the relationship was in the same direction but not
A similar study by Witkin et al. (1962) using 10-year-old

boys yielded similar results but at a significant level for males.

i

~
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Wolin (1955), while not using Witkin's measures, reported a study designed
to analyze the content of interpersonal perception which bears on the present
discussion.

In this study, each of six stooges previously trained by a drama

coach reacted differently in an Asch-type experiment to a naive subject.
of the stooges agreed, one was hostile, one inquisitive, etc.
jects taken one at a time were used.

One

Fifty naive sub-

Following the experiment each subject was

asked to write a brief description, first of the group as a whole, and then of
each of the participants.
ance.

In this task the subject was given very little guid-

Following this each subject was asked to fill out a check-list in which

specific perceptions were collected in each of four areas defined as follows:
Physical--overt physical characteristics of other person, such as dress, complextion, facial features, body proportion; Actional--overt behavior of other
what ha

doe~,

or says;

i
Chaructarologic~l--prop-~

erties of the other person, which while they may be rooted in physical characteristics or behavior, in addition reflect the person's impact as a social
stimulus (e.g., he is

se~n

as amusing, overbearing, irritating, awe-inspiring);

Experiential--properties that represent internal

..

psy~hological

other person, his thoughts, feelings, desires, etc.

states of the

This material permitted

an investigation of the degree of interdependence between sensitivities to
different types of content.

For example, does the person who perceives the

feelings of others also notice surface details, or does such perceptiveness
involve a Gestalt-like quality in which specific cues cannot be identified.
With the above material Wolin explored the hypothesis that there may be
a correlation between a person's ability to perceive accurately a particular
type of content and his

11

approach, 11 or the degree to which references to this

10
type of content appear in his spontaneous description of a social situation.
For example, the subject who scores high in identifying external physical
characteristics might be one whose spontaneous account would deal primarily
with the same type of material--concrete surface characteristics.

In con-

trast, the person who correctly sensed attitudes and feelings would, in his
free descriptions, go beyond or perhaps even omit references to external characteristics or overt behavior, and depict others mainly in terms of their
emotional states.
Wolin's findings with respect to this generalized hypothesis were as
follows:
Since the subjects differed in both approach and sensitivity, the relationship between these two variables was studied.
A distinct but not statistically significant relationship was
noted between preference for a given ca~egory and sensitivity to
that category. More striking was the relationship between approach
and general sensitivity to others. Persons who described others
primarily in terms of psychological characteristics were more sensitive to all categories than those persons who described others
primarily in terms of physical characteristics. This relationship
was statistically significant for the characterological approach.
It would appear that persons who are set to perceive physical
characteristics of others are sensitive only to these characteristics. In contrast, persons who seek meaning--who look for the
essentially human, psychological characteristics of others--tend
to be sensitive to all aspects of other people, including their
physical characteristics (p. 38).
These results are pertinent to those reported above by Bieri et al.
(1958), who found that field-dependent women used external constructs (physicalcharacteristics) significantly more often than field-independent women in characterizing others and that field-independent women used internal constructs
(motivation, emotional expression} more often than field-dependent women.

Sev-

eral other studies reported above (De Varis, 1955; Crutchfield et al., 1958)

11

and a study by Messick and Damario (1964) also suggested that field-dependent
individuals invest more of their attention in physical characteristics, as
opposed to internal characteristics, than do field-independent persons.
The studies cited seem to indicate that the global-analytical dimension
does operate in the perception of people and that global perceivers tend to
focus on more external characteristics such as facial characteristics and
expressions while analytical perceivers seem to focus on more internal characteristics such as motivation, emotional expression, and social behavior.

Thes

findings suggestthat the analytical approach is more consistent with attainin
the understanding referred to in Thorndike's definition of social intelligence.
Yet, at the same time, use of internal constructs by itself does not necessarily imply greater accuracy in the perception and understanding of people.
There is some experimental evidence which cioes inciicat:e that persons wit:h I
an analytical approach are more accurate and efficient in their perceptions.
The concept formation study by Baggaley (1955) and the concept attainment stud
by Dickstein (1968) both indicated that analytical perceivers were more accurate and efficient than global perceivers.
relevant here.

Dickstein's study is particularly

His subjects consisted of the top and bottom 23 subjects of 70

females tested with the Thurstone Concealed Figures Test.

All subjects were

then given the Embedded Figures Test and the concept attainment tasks.

He

found that analytical subjects made significantly fewer choices to solution,
fewer redundant choices, and fewer incorrect choices while leaving fewer attributes unvaried throughout the problems than did the global subjects.

The ana-

lytical subjects also demonstrated greater readiness to accept the irrelevance
of attribute values of an initial example of the concept to be attained.

12
Dickstein described the analytical subjects as attaining information more efficiently, relying less upon guessing with inadequate information, and testing
attributes more thoroughly.

Since the two groups did not differ significantly

in their Otis IQ test results, general intelligence was determined not to be a
factor in these results.
Several other studies suggested that analytical subjects are more accuratE
and efficient in that global subjects are more susceptible to conflicting cognitive influences.

Fitzgibbons, Goldberger, and Eagle (1965) reported a study

in which 30 female subjects who had been tested for recall and recognition of
social and neutral words that were presented incidentally were administered a
group form of the Embedded Figures Test.

Both recall and recognition of social

words were found to be significnatly related to the global approach.
fuuud ttle global subjects were able to recall more

so~ial

They alsc

visual incidental

material than neutral visual material and that the analytical subjects performed significantly better on the focal task.

The authors suggested that the

global subjects' poorer performance on the focal task was due to their greater
distractability in the face of irrelevant social cues.
Messick and Fritzsky (1963) investigated a tendency for analytical subjects to be less susceptible than nonanalytical subjects to interference
between conflicting cognitive influences--a finding first reported by Gardner,
Holzman, Klein, Linton, and Spence (1959).

Gardner et al. obtained significant

correlations with female subjects between interference on the Stroop Color-Wore
Test and field-dependence.

Messick and Fritzsky's sample consisted of 88 male

undergraduates who were paid volunteers.

They administered five measures of

cognitive interference as well as a group form of the Embedded Figures Test.

13
They found that the analytical subjects were not only less

s~sceptible

to

interference from conflicting cognitive influences but also more adept at performing the routine repetitive tasks of the control condition.
In a more general sense Witkin has found that children with a relatively
analytical field approach reported impressions of their social and physical
surroundings, of other people, and of themselves that tended to be relatively
discrete, structured, and assimilated as compared to the impressions of children with a more global approach.
While the studies above strongly suggest that the analytical-global dimen
sion may b? related to the understanding of others, more direct information is
necessary.

A study by Taft (1956) indicated more directly that people with an

analytical approach may be more accurate in their perception of other people.

i

He liad 40 male college students (divided into 4 groups of 10) live together .forl
a weekend and then asked them to rate each other on six traits.

Taft found

that performance on the Gottschadlt Figures correlated .29 (.E.<.lO) with the
overall rating of "good judges" and that performance on tests of the vertical
in a dark room were significantly related to good judgments of others.

Again

these results are suggestive.
In a more recent study,Loewenstein (1971) administered the Embedded Figures Test, the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale (Form E), and the Truax Accurate Empath,
Scale to 30 undergraduate subjects.

She found a significant difference betwee

subjects who were both field independent and low dogmatic and subjects who wer
both field dependent and high dogmatic on empathy scores.

Field independent-

low dogmatic subjects obtRined higher mean empathy scores than did the field
dependent-·high dogmatic subjects.

However, no significant differences were

14

found among levels of dogmatism, extent of field independence and empathic
behavior as rated by supervisors.
In another recent study, Olesker (1971) measured physiognomic sensitivity
the tendency toward subject-object unity, and field independence and empathy
for 96 undergraduate students.

She found that considering level of field inde

pendence in conjunction with physiognomic sensitivity and hypothesizing it to
be related to empathy, the hypothesis was upheld only for individuals with a
high level of psychological differentiation (high field independence).
These studies, while not conclusive, do indicate that certain relationships may exist between the analytical-global dimension and understanding of
others or social intelligence.

The relationship they suggest is that subjects

with an analytical style should exhibit better understanding of others and a

I higher level of social intelligence than subjects with a global style.

This

relationship will be further examined in relation to Feffer's measure of roletaking and Guilford's measures of social intelligence in the following section
of this chapter.
Before turning to the work of Feffer, it must be noted that both sex dif!

•

ferences and abstract intelligence have been related to measures of the analytical-global dimension.
Sex Differences in Cognitive Style.

Sex differences have been found on

the measures of analytical-global functioning in such studies as that of Bieri
et al. (1958), those of Witkin and his associates (1954, 1962), and that of
Vaught (1965).

While the sex differences found in these studies were small,

they were significant and consistent, with males scoring in the analytical
direction.

Sex differences have been found in subjects from the age of eight

15
years to adulthood (Bauermeister, Wapner, & Weiner, 1963; Bieri et al., 1958;
Gardner et al., 1959).

These findings suggest caution in generalizing Witkin's

findings to females, for most of his developmental work has been with male
subjects.
Doherty (1968), in her review of sex differences on measures of cognitive
style,"listed two possible clarifications of these differences.

She pointed

out that Bieri et al. (1958) found that males scored significantly higher than
females both on SAT math tests and Embedded Figures measures, but when male anc
female subjects with the 10 highest and 10 lowest Embedded Figures scores were
compared, the low and high males did not differ on the SAT math scores althougr
the low and high females did.

The differential correlation for males and

females of the Embedded Figures with other measures prompted the investigators
tc

~on~lude

that

~al~z

more effectively than

f~=ele~

co~bine1

their

~athemet-

ical ability with a conceptual approach to social and objective stimuli, a
combination which Bieri et al. believe facilitates Embedded Figures Test performance.
Doherty also suggested that Vaught's (1965) study on the relationships of
role identification to sex differences in field-dependence-independence may
be relevant.

Vaught concluded that since role identification as well as ego

strength influenced an individual to perceive the environment in a field dependent-independent manner, observed sex differences could more appropriately be
conceptualized as reflecting differences in role preferences.
Even in the light of the explanations of Bieri et al. and Vaught little
factual data is available regarding the essence of sex differences in cognitiv<
style.

No satisfactory explanation of the sex differences has yet been offerec

~
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and one does not appear to be forthcoming in the near future.
Intellectual Functioning and Cognitive Style.

Witkin and his associates

(1962) have also found that measures of analytical-global functioning correlated positively with standard measures of intelligence such as the Wechsler
tests.

These studies have shown that the perceptual measures were more highly

related to the performance sections of these tests (Embedded Figures Test with
WISC performance scale, .r=.54) than to the verbal sections (Embedded Figures
Test with WISC verbal scale, .r=.37).

Witkin has suggested, as shown in the

factor analytic· study by Goodenough and Karp (1961), that the relationship was
mainly carried by tasks that required the overcoming of an embedding context.
As further support of this hypothesis, Witkin combined the WISC subtests on the
basis of the factor analytic study of Goodenough and Karp.

The three result-

ing indices were the intellectual index (Block Design, Picture Completion, and
Object Assembly), the verbal index (Information, Comprehension, and Vocabulary), and the attention-concentration index (Arithmetic, Digit Span, and
Coding).

The correlations obtained between these indices

an~

Witkin's per-

ceptual index were .66 with the intellectual index, .26 with the verbal index,
and .18 with the attention-concentration index.

Only the correlation between

Witkin's perceptual index and the intellectual index was significant.

These

results supported Witkin's claim that the relationship was carried by tasks
similar to his perceptual tasks.
Role-Taking Ability
In his work, Fef fer has attempted to focus on some characteristics of
social interaction as interpreted in terms of Piaget's decentering concept.
his articles Feffer (Feffer, 1959; Feffer, 1967; Feffer & Gourevitch, 1960;

In
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Fcffer & Suchotliff, 1966) offered the following reasoning for his position.
Feffer and Suchotliff (1966) stated that within Piaget's (1950) framework, cog
nitive processes were viewed as reflecting greater maturity and adaptiveness tc
the degree that immediate sense impressions were subordinated to thought in
organizing experience.

In particular, Piaget has sharply contrasted perceptior

and thought in terms of decentering activity.

He advanced the notion that

distortion was inherent in the act of focusing or centering upon a given aspect
of the perceptual field.

Although the successive distortions involved in

decentering (shifting focus from one part of the perceptual field to another)
served to correct or balance each other, the correction of distortion was only
partially due to the sequential nature of the centrations.

Mature ideation or

thought, however, allowed for a much more thorough correction of the distortior
inherent in any given focus by enabling the individual to consider

.a

number of I

aspects of a situation in relation to each other at the same time, that is,
simultaneous or balanced decentering.
The decentering concept has been relatively restricted within Piaget's
framework to an interpretation of such impersonal cognitive functioning as the
child's developing concept of quantity (Piaget, 1963).

In a classic study of

the concept of quantity, a subject was asked to put an equal number of beads
into each of two vases of identical shape and size.

After the subject had

acknowledged the equal number of beads, the contents of the first vase were
emptied into progressively thinner vases, while the other vase served as a
standard.

Piaget has found that in this situation children of a certain age

range characteristically changed their judgment of quantity.

Those who stated

that a given vase contained more beads tended to justify this by pointing to
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the higher level in that container as compared to the standard.

Others

insisted that the same vase contained fewer beads and pointed to the smaller
circumference.

Abrupt contradictory changes in the judgment of quantity have

also been observed; that is, some children who maintained that a given vase
contained more beads than the standard reversed their judgment when presented
with progressively thinner vases.
In interpreting the results of this study, Piaget has suggested that lack
of constancy was due to the inordinate influence of one part of the situation
upon the estimate of the whole.

That is, focusing only on the increased height

led to an overestimate of quantity while focusing on the decreased circumference led to an underestimate.

Piaget attributed the younger child's inconsis-

tent fluctuations to the act of centering upon one aspect of the situation at
a time, that is, on height or circumference or vice versa.

!n contrast, the

older child achieved constancy of quantity by virtue of an increased dominance
of thought, whereby changes in both height and circumference were simultaneously considered in relation to each other such that the d5stortion engendered by one centering was balanced by the other.
Feffer and Suchotliff (1966) suggested that Piaget's decentering concept
could be extended to interpersonal behavior in terms of the following formulation:
The dovetailing responses involved in effective social
interaction requires that each participant modify his intended
behavior in the light of his anticipation of the other's reaction
to this behavior. In order to accurately anticipate this reaction,
one must be able to view his intended behavior from the perspective
of the other. Modifying one's behavior in the light of this anticipation further requires that one must also view the intended action
from his own perspective at the same time. The cognitive organization
of the individual capable of effective social interaction can,
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accordingly, be interpreted as one in which different viewpoints
are considered simultaneously in relation to each other such that
the distortion engendered by a given perspective or centering is
equilibrated or corrected by another perspective. In contrast,
individuals who are only able to focus sequentially upon their
behavior from a single viewpoint at a time should have difficulty
in appropriately modifying their responses in such a situation
{pp. 415-416).
In order to test his hypotheses Feffer (1959) developed the Role-Taking
Task.

This task serves as a basis for evaluating, in decentering terms, the

individual's structuring of interpersonal content.

The Role-Taking Task

requires that the subjects make up initial stories for TAT-like pictures.
After the initial stories are completed, each scene is again presented, and
the subject is asked to retell the initial story from the viewpoint of each of
its characters.
The Role-Taking Task is evaluated in terms of the degree to which the
subject is able to r~fo-::t!S upon his initial story froTTI the pel'.'spective~ of his!
characters while at the same time maintaining continuity between his various
versions of the initial story.

It is assumed that the change and continuity

which define successful role-taking performances are indicative of the subject's ability to consider behavior simultaneously from different viewpoints.
Thus, a subtle degree of coordination between versions of the initial story is
interpreted as a type of decentering which is simultaneously modulated by previously anticipated centerings; in contrast, inconsistency or discontinuity
between the characters' viewpoints is interpreted as a form of sequential
decentering, that is, a shift in focus that is not concomitantly guided by
other centerings.

These general considerations serve as the basis for the

specific scoring categories.
Feffer and Suchotliff (1966) described the four general scoring categorie
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as follows:

(a) Simple Refocusing.

The requirement for this category is a

change in the subject's description of an actor (a given story character) from
that actor's viewpoint as compared to the subject's description of that actor
in the initial story; (b) Character Elaboration.

In order to be classified

here, there must be some evidence of a refocusing upon a given actor from more
than one viewpoint; (c) Perspective Elaboration.

The

require~ent

for consis-

tent character elaboration must be met, that is, change yet consistency betwee
the descriptions of a given actor from the various perspectives.

In addition,

these descriptions should differ appropriately from role to role in the sense
that the description of a given actor h1 his role should have an "inner" orientation as compared to an external description of that actor from a viewpoint

other than his own; (d) Change of Perspective.
all

synthcsi~ bct~V"ec::

This category requires an

t"t·:o perspecti,.le. elabc::.:.tions.

That is,

t~·:ro rc!c~

over~

::iust

have a particular relationship to each other such that the internal orientatio
of one is appropriately reflected in the external orientation of the other and
vice versa.
Feffer has successfully used the Role-Taking Task with both children and
adults.

In his 1959 study Feffer first attempted to evaluate empirically the

adequacy of the Role-Taking Task as a means of assessing level of cognitive
development in terms of degree of balanced decentering.

To accomplish this,

two independent evaluations of cognitive development were made on a sample of
normal, male adults.

One estimate was based on a formal analysis of decenter-

ing as reflected on the Role-Taking Task, and the other was based on formal
characteristics of perceptual organization as reflected in Rorschach responses
The two assessments of level of cognitive development were significantly
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associated.

This study, however, provided only indirect support because all

of the subjects were adults and a

chr~nological

age criterion of cognitive

maturity could not be used.
A study by Feffer and Gourevitch (1960) did involve a chronological age
criterion.

Their subjects consisted of 68 boys between 6 and 13 years of age

who were divided into four age groups.

Each subject was administered the Role

Taking Task, various Piaget conservation tasks, and the WISC Vocabulary subtest.

The authors found, as predicted, significant positive relationships

between Role-Taking Task decentering scores and age, Piaget task decentering
scores and age, and Role-Taking Task decentering scores and Piaget task decentering scores.

There were no significant differences between age groups on

the WISC Vocabulary subtest but scores on the other measures showed increases
~his

ztudy prcvides the initial sup;crt fer

Feffe~'s conte~ti~=

the Role-Taking Task is measuring a developmental aspect of decentering in the
interpersonal area, at least with fantasy material.
In a study by Feffer and Suchotliff

(196~)

use of the Role-Taking Task as

a measure of decentering was extended to an actual social interaction situation.

The subjects for this study consisted of 36 male and female undergrad-

uate psychology students.

The subjects were first given a group version of th

Role-Taking Task to determine their decentering ability in the structuring of
interpersonal content.

They were then paired into 18 dyads on the basis of

similar decentering ability.

These dyads were subsequently evaluated in regar

to effectiveness on a task requiring cooperative social interaction (password).
In the password situation, a stack of 18 index cards with a single word on
each, was placed before each subject.

One member of the pair, the donor, was
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required to communicate his test word to his partner, the recipient, via oneword clues.

The recipient was required to guess at the test word in the form

of one-word responses to each association clue.

This continued until the test

word was communicated, or until a 90-second time limit was reached, at which
point the word on the next card was attempted.

Effectiveness of social inter-

action was defined as the length of time and the number of clues necessary for
the dyad to connnunicate the list of 36 test words.
Since the aim of the study was to extend the decentering notion directly
to social interaction, a major consideration was whether, in the password situ
ation, it was the characteristic of interaction, as such, that constituted the
source of experimental variation.

Two forms of password, representing dif-

fering degrees of interaction, were used to meet this question.

The first,

termed Lhe "loud" condition, was a face-to-face situation in which the recipient responded verbally to the verbal clue of the donor.

The donor was then

free to give an additional verbal clue if the response of the recipient was
not correct.

The second form of password, the "silent" condition, restricted

the amount of feedback for both donor and recipient.

Although the donor con-

tinued to give verbal clues, his back was to the recipient who wrote his
responses.

The only feedback to the donor was from the experimenter who would

say "continue" if the recipient's response was incorrect or "next word" if it
was correct.

Each subject served as both donor and recipient in both the loud

and silent conditions.
Several other variables were also examined as possible sources of systematic variance.

The first, verbal intelligence, was evaluated by means of the

WAIS Vocabulary test.

The second, verbal fluency, was assessed in terms of
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the number of words beginning with the letter
in 1 minute.

!'.. that the subject could produce

The third variable, degree of similarity, was evaluated in terms

of the degree of overlap for each pair on a word association test.

A fourth

variable, that of sex, was initially considered as a possible source of difference.

It was eliminated when it was found that males and females did not dif-

fer significantly in regard to Role-Taking Task performance.
The predicted relationship between Role-Taking Task decentering scores
and password effectiveness was confirmed in that the higher scoring Role-Taking
dyads guessed words more quickly with fewer clues than did the lower scoring
Role-Taking dyads.

This association was evidenced under the loud but not

under the silent conditions.

Thus dyad differences stemming from the inter-

active nature of the password situation appeared to be systematically related

t to

Role-Taking Task differences.

Further analysis revealed that the control

variables of WAIS Vocabulary and verbal fluency were not significantly related
to either the Role-Taking or the password measure.
a~sociative

However, the degree of

overlap was found to be significantly related to the password

scores and showed a trend in regard to the Role-Taki:ng scores.

Further examin-

ation of the word association data involved the development of a popularity
score involving the first or the second most popular responses to each word in
the word-association test which was based upon the frequency with which that
association was given by the total group.

Popularity scores were then assigned

to each dyad and these scores were found to be significantly related to RoleTaking Task perfonnance and password effectiveness under the loud but not the
silent condition.

Feffer and Suchotliff suggested that the empirical relation-

ships between popularity of associative response, effectiveness of password
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performance under the loud but not the silent condition, and level of RoleTaking performance were based on a common dece.ntering dimension.

The authors

suggested that the results of this study could be interpreted as providing
direct support for the extension of the decentering concept to social interaction.
One possible difficulty with Feffer's Role-Taking procedure is that since
the individual's role-taking performance is comprised of various versions of
his initial story, the extent of his role-taking may be influenced by the prop
erties of the initial story production.

A study by Feffer and Jahelka (1968)

was designed to investigate this possible difficulty.

They administered a

group version of the Role-Taking Task to two groups of college students
and

~=29)

fem<::.lcs.

(~=21

that were composed of approximately equal numbers of males and
ivor-ki.ng independently, the junior

~uthor zcor~<l

and the senior author scored the role-taking performances.

the

initi~l

stori~s

A significant rela

tionship was found between initial story performance and role-taking performance for both groups.

Thus, the way in which a subject structured inter-

personal relationships in his initial story was related to the adequacy of his
subsequent role-taking.
As the authors pointed out, these results can be interpreted two ways.
In the first interpretation, the subject was mechanically tied to the properties of the initial story by virtue of being required to take the roles of the
characters in the initial story.

Thus an initial impoverished story resulted

in inadequate role-taking since the subject had little to work with in building his roles.

The second interpretation was that the nature of social inter-

action between story characters in the initial story was as much a manifes-

I'
.

:
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tation of decentering activity as was level of role-taking.
both the initial performance and

role~taking

In other words,

performance were based on a commo

dimension of decentering ability.
Another aspect of the study by Feffer and Jahelka (1968) involved evaluating the second hypothesis.

This was done by having subjects, in addition to

taking the role of characters in their own stories, also take the role of char
acters in stories produced by others.

A new sample of 70 male and female sub-

jects was administered the group form of the Role-Taking Task.

On the basis

of their performance on their initial story the subjects were divided into
groups categorized as high, low, and medium in level of decentering ability.
Four weeks later they were given their initial story and asked to elaborate
each character in the normal manner.

In addition, each of the high decenterin

sub.iects was given a "poor" story produced by a subject in the low deceutering.

i

group and then a "good" story produced by another member of the high decentering group.

Those in the low decentering group were given a "poor" story pro-

duced by another subject in the low decentering group and a "good" story produced by a subject in the high decentering group.
The results indicated that decentering level as inferred from initial
story performance influenced subsequent role-taking to a substantially greater
degree than did the stimulus condition under which role-taking occurred.

Dif-

ferences in role-taking performance remained constant and significant under al '
stimulus conditions.

In fact, the high decentering group, under poor stimulus

conditions, maintained its superiority over the low decentering group even
when it was under the good stimulus condition.

Also, subjects within a given

decentering group did not change significantly in their role-taking performanc
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as a function of the different stimulus conditions.
These studies suggest that Fef fer has developed an adequate measure of
role-taking or decentering which has extended Piaget's concept from impersonal
cognition (person to object) to interpersonal cognition (person to person).
At the very least they suggest that parallel processes are operating in both
types of cognition.
As has been seen, the essence of effective social interaction (role-takin
ability) according to Feffer is the ability to consider different viewpoints
simultaneously in relation to each other so that the distortions of a given
perspective are corrected by another perspective.

This ability to consider

different viewpoints simultaneously is seemingly the same ability implied by
Thorndike in the understanding aspect of his definition of social intelligence.
This suggests that perhe'.lps Feffer's Role-Taking Task is measuring not only

role-taking ability but also an aspect of social intelligence.
Relationship of Role-Taking Ability to Cognitive Style
A strong similarity between the work of Witkin and Feffer is also apparent.

Witkin's analytical-global dimension is based on the ability to keep an

item separate from a field or embedded context.
arate parts from the whole.

That is, the ability to sep-

This ability requires that a person be able to

simultaneously distinguish several aspects of a situation.

This is the same

ability which Feffer described as essential to his decentering or role-taking
ability.
A parallel can also be found between the development of Witkin's dimension of cognitive style and Feffer's extension of Piaget's decentering ability
An examination of this parallel may strengthen the seeming similarity between
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the abilities described by Witkin and Feffer.
Feffer (1970) pointed out three main patterns of responses that have
emerged from the analysis of children's role-taking productions.

The first,

typically evidenced at about age six, was characterized by incorrect decentering, i.e., by obvious discontinuity between all versions of a story.

The

second pattern developed about age eight and was characterized by a limited,
fluctuating form of coordination between perspectives.

Although each of the

perspectives might have been related consistently to the initial story, they
were sequentially focused on with respect to one another.

The third pattern

which became clear only in children nine years of age or older was characterized by a synthesis of the different perspectives and hence was considered as
showing the simultaneous coordination indicative of decentering ability.

This

I

ability then increased to age 11 and then dropped off somewhat at age 13 and
decreased slightly to adulthood where it leveled off (Feffer & Gourevitch,
1960; Lowenberg & Feffer, 1969).
Witkin et al. (1954) have found that at the age of six r.hildren showed
little evidence of field independence but rather tended to be field dependent
in their orientation.

At age eight children showed some field independence

and were able to score on the Rod-and-Frame test but not the Embedded Figures
Test.

At age ten children exhibited an increase in field independence and

were able to score on both the Rod-and-Frame and the Embedded Figures Test.
Witkin further observed that from 10 to 13 years of age there was a sharp
increase in field independence and that there was a slight increase in field
independence to age 15.

After this point field independence showed a slight

drop until leveling off for adults.

Thus, neither decentering nor field

~
---------------------------------------------------------,
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independence was present at age six and both abilities made their initial
appearance at about age eight.

Both abilities then increased until the early

teens and then showed a slight decrease until adulthood where they leveled off.
Of course, this parallel is only suggestive and must await experimental validation.

Such a project is beyond the scope of the present research and the par-

allel is presented here only to indicate that a possible relationship may exis
between the development of the two abilities.
The similarity between the abilities of Witkin and Feffer, in terms of
their development and the operations required, indicates a relationship betwee
them such that persons who are field independent or analytical should also be
high in decentering or role-taking ability, and that persons who are field
dependent or global should be low in decentering or role-taking behavior.
Further.:uo:rc, parson.; w-ho are field i11depende11t or high iri <leceui..:erlng ability
should exhibit a higher level of understanding of others, in the sense used by
Thorndike, when compared to field dependent or low level decentering persons.
Social Intelligence
As mentioned in the introduction of this paper, one of the difficulties
encountered when studying social intelligence has been the lack of an adequate
measure of this ability.

The recent development by Guilford (O'Sullivan &

Guilford, 1966) of the Six Factor Test of Social Intelligence has to some
extent corrected this deficiency and lent a new impetus to the research on
social intelligence.

In as much as this test stems from Guilford's work with

his Structure of Intellect model of intelligence, a closer look at that model
and his tests is in order.

First, however, to provide a perspective for view-

ing Guilford's tests a look at other attempts to measure social intelligence
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is necessary.
Several tests of social intelligence are fairly representative of previou
efforts in this area.

The George Washington Test of Social Intelligence (Moss,

Hunt, Omwake, & Ronning, 1927) was the first attempt to measure social intelli
gence and, in its various forms, the most widely used measure.

Unfortunately,

as Thorndike and Stein suggested in 1937, the George Washington Test of Social
Intelligence was not an adequate measure of that ability.

Its main difficulty

has been its reliance on verbal material, such as having subjects answer questions about human behavior and questions of social interest as either true or
false.
The test's failing was pointed out by R. L. Thorndike (1936) in a factor
analytic study of the Social Intelligence Test and the George Washington Men, tal Alertness Test, a test of abstract or verbal intelligence.

~..

. ....

-

three factors and suggested that the first factor, which had the largest loading common to both tests was comprehension and use of words.

This factor

accounted for nine times as much of the covariance as the second factor which
had small positive loadings on the Mental Alertness Test and small negative
loadings on the Social Intelligence Test.

The third factor was relatively

minor and was judged to be a speed factor.
The relatively early suggestion of Thorndike and Stein (1937) that the
George Washington Social Intelligence Test was more a poor measure of general
intelligence than a measure of social intelligence has had more recent confirmation.

In a more recent study,Bottrill (1967) compared performances on this

test and the WAIS for three social psychology classes and three other classes
at three different universities.

...

rnorna1Ke roun<ll

He found the George Washington Test of Socia
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Intelligence correlated .61 (£<.Ol) with the verbal section of the WAIS and

.13 (not significant) with the performance section.

These results supported

the conclusion of Thorndike and Stein.
Another published test of understanding or social intelligence, the
Empathy Test (Kerr & Speroff, 1947), requires the individual to judge the
popularity of music, the circulation of magazines, and the occurrence of types
of annoyances.

It was developed to assess a person's prediction of the gener-

alized other rather than his understanding of individuals as different from
each other.

Bronfenbrenner et al. (1958) have indicated that these are two

distinct types of understanding and it is generally held that the latter is
the understanding referred to in social intelligence research.

The validity

of this test has also come under question by Thorndike (1959) who noted that
1·r1·
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ative results.
A third measure, the Chapin Social Insight Test (Chapin, 1942), consists
of 25 statements of social situations and four alternatives for each situation
The subject is expected to choose the alternative which offers the most
insightful conunentary or wisest choice of action in relation to the given situ
ation.

With this procedure Chapin hoped to measure the ability to recognize,

in various situations, the psychological dynamics underlying a particular
behavior and the process necessary to resolve the situation.

Gough (1965)

renewed interest in the Chapin measure and has found that age and educational
level correlate positively with scores on it.

Unfortunately, the test also

correlated significantly with measures of abstract intelligence.

These

results suggest that more research is necessary on the validity of the test
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and its relationship to abstract intelligence before it can be judged an adequate measure of social insight or social intP.lligence.
The main difficulty these three tests have encountered is their high
correlation with abstract or verbal intelligence.

It seems likely that this

is due in part to their heavy reliance upon verbal materials for their content.
Guilford's tests of social intelligence have improved upon these previous measures in that they place minimal reliance upon verbal material and greater
emphasis on visual material.
O'Sullivan et al. (1965) pointed out that they based their use of visual
stimuli (Tather than verbal stimuli) partially on a study by Wedeck (1947).
For this study, Wedeck constructed eight psychological-ability tests which use
either auditory or pictorial stimuli.
• and

photogr~ph~
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tests and tests of verbal and spacial ability, Wedeck was successful in demonstrating a social intelligence factor as distinct from verbal or abstract
intelligence.

When O'Sullivan et al. reanalyzed the Wedeck data they again

found factors distinct from general intelligence.
Guilford's conception of social intelligence and the subsequent development of his measures of social intelligence was based on his more inclusive
Structure of Intellect model.

Guilford's model consists of three dimensions

which specify the content, operation, and the product of a given intellectual
act.

i

!!si=:g these •

This theory hypothesizes four types of intellectual content called

semantic, symbolic, figural, and behavioral; five different intellectual operations called cognition, memory, divergent productions, convergent productions
and evaluations; and six product categories called units, classes, relations,
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systems, transformations, and implications.
The behavioral category is that content area of Guilford's model which
deals with social intelligence as can be seen from Guilford's (1967) defininit ion of this area:

"behavioral content is defined as information, es sen-

tially nonverbal, involved in human interactions, where awareness of attention,
perceptions, thoughts, desires, feelings, moods, emotions, intentions, and
actions of other persons and of ourselves is important (p_. 77)."

Within the

behavioral content area, the Structure of Intellect model, by analogy to factors already demonstrated in other content areas, predicts the existence of 30
different social intelligence factors (six products for each of the five aperations).
Guilford (O'Sullivan et al., 1965) indicated that since the demonstration

i cf
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six factors of behavioral cognition.

The six behavioral cognition factors

they attempted to demonstrate were the cognition of behavioral units (CBU),
classes

(CBC)~

relations (CBR), systems (SBS), transformations (CBT), and

implications (CBI).

In studying the cognition of behavior Guilford chose to

study the understanding aspect of social intelligence.
In the 1965 study, 23 experimental tests designed to measure the six
hypothesized behavioral factors and 24 marker t7sts of previously established
semantic and figural factors were administered to 240 eleventh-grade, Caucasian students of at least average intelligence.

Most of the 23 experimental

tests were found to measure their hypothesized factors and only one was

f

slightly related to semantic ability.

l

~~~~

Six of the more successful of these

were selected for revision and use in the Six Factor Test of Social
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Intelligence (O'Sullivan & Guilford, 1966).
The following is a short description of the six subtests, their factor
loadings, and their Spearman-Brown reliabilities as reported in the test
manual:
Expression Grouping--consists of 30 items and for each item the subject is to
choose one of four line drawings of expressions that goes with a given
group of three other expressions.

The expressions are represented by

a mixture of facial expressions, hand gestures, and body postures.

Thi

test loaded .59 on the CBC factor and obtained a reliability of .61 •.
Missing Curtoons--consists of 28 items in which the subject chooses the one of
four alternative cartoons that completes a cartoon strip.

For each ite

all of the alternatives make semantic sense, but only one alternative
; f' t-h<>
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account.
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are taken into

This test loaded .52 on CBS and had lesser loadings of .41 on

CBU and .35 on CBI.

It obtained a reliability of .82.

Missing Pictures--contains 20 items with the same format at Missing Cartoons
but substitutes photographs for the cartoon drawings.

This test loaded

.58 on CBS and obtained a reliability of .46.
Picture Exchange--has 18 items which require the subject to choose the one of
four alternative photographs which, when substituted for one designated
picture of a four-picture story, will change its meaning.

This test

loaded .51 on CBT and obtained a reliability of .32.
Social Transformations--contains 24 items and is the only subtest using
printed words.

For each item the subject is to choose the one of three

alternative pairs of people between whom a given verbalization would

LOYOLA
UNIVERSITY
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have an intentional meaning differing from its meaning as originally
presented in the item pair.

This test loaded .51 on CBT and .34 on

CBR, and obtained a reliability of .85.
cartoon Predictions--consists of 30 items in which the subject must choose
the one of three alternative cartoons that shows what will follow from
a given cartoon scene.

This test loaded .55 on CBI and obtained a

reliability of .68.
These six published tests cover only four of the six behavioral cognitive
abilities, namely CBC (Expression Grouping), CBS (Missing Cartoons and Missing
Pictures), CBT (Picture Exchange and Social Transformations), and CBI (Cartoon
Predictions).

There is no published test which primarily measures CBU or CBR

though these factors are represented in Missing Cartoons and Social Transforre~tionc

~csrc~tive!y.

The test manual presents evidence of construct validity in terms of the
factor analytic findings and estimates for all of the tasks and fairly high
reliability estimates for most of the tests.

Factor loadings for all of the

tests were above .50 on the principal factor and none of the tests loaded with
measures of verbal intelligence.

The reliabilities of all the tests except

for Missing Pictures (E=.46) and Picture Exchange (E:.32) were at least in the
. 60s.

Tenopyr (1967) investigated the construct validity of the Guilford measures in relation to success in school.

She attempted to predict English and

history grades for 266 ninth grade subjects using the Guilford measures, the
School and College Abilities Test (SCAT), and some of the Sequential Tests of
Educational Progress (STEP).

Tenopyr concluded that although the social intel

~------..
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ligence tests, in optimal combination, yielded a moderate level of prediction
of academic success, the fact that they could add relatively little to the
criterion-related variance provided by the SCAT-STEP series suggested that the
primary source of academic achievement-relevant variance in the behavioral
tests was in already defined intellectual areas.

A second conclusion was that

substantial portions of the variance associated with academic success were
attributed to abilities other than those typically associated with intellectua
achievement.
No studies have yet been reported regarding the predictive validity of
the Guilford tests although O'Sullivan and Guilford (1966) reported that various studies were currently in progress.

Suran (1970) completed one concurren

validity study with 20 sensitivity group leader trainees in which she used fou
c~ C~ilf~rtl'~

t~zts ~£social

intelligence.

successful T-group trainees to obtain higher social intelligence scores than
less successful trainees and a control group.
Suran also reported fairly high test-retest correlations for her 31-memher college student control group on the Guilford measures.

She found reli-

abilities of .55 for Social Translations, .67 for Cartoon Predictions, .86
for Missing Cartoons, and .69 for Expression Grouping.

In another study using

adolescent males and females, Hoepfner and O'Sullivan (1968) found KuderRichardson reliabilities which varied from .45 to .86.
Social Intelligence and Abstract Intelligence.

Several studies have also

reported correlations between the social intelligence measures and measures
of abstract intelligence.

Shanley, Walker, and Foley (1971) in a developmenta

study of sixth, ninth, and twelfth graders reported correlations between the

~
~
.
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Guilford measures and the Otis IQ test as high as the low .40s for their
ninth grade group and the low .30s for their sixth and twelfth grade groups.
Hoepfner and O'Sullivan (1968) found correlations from .17 to .42 with a mean
of .32 between the Guilford measures and measures of abstract intelligence.
Suran (1970) found no significant correlations between abstract intelligence
and Guilford's social intelligence.

Her rhos between the Terman Concept

Mastery Test scores and the Guilford measures were .30 for the Guilford pretest total and .12 for the Guilford post-test total.
While many of these correlations have been significant they have rarely
exceeded .40 and most have been much lower.

Even though these correlations

may have been significant they are not necessarily meaningful in a predictive
sense.

That is, a correlation of .35 accounts for only 12 per cent of the

variance.

A correiation of at least .45 which accounts for 20 per cent of the

variance seems necessary to suggest a meaningful relationship between the six
Guilford tests and abstract intelligence measures.

This figure has rarely

been reached in the above studies and not with any consistency for any one of
the subtests.

Shanley et al. indicated that while even the highest of their

correlations did not suggest that scores on an IQ test would be a satisfactory
predictor of social intelligence, the claim of independence for the two types
of measures deserves further consideration.

They also suggested that their

correlations were an underestimation of the true correlations which would have
been obtained if both the Guilford measures and the IQ measures were perfectly
reliable.
In the test manual O'Sullivan and Guilford recognized that there were
relatively little data available for their tests and stated that the tests

r
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were offered for experimental purposes.

The present study provides some addi-

tional data regarding the Guilford tests and intellectual functioning as
assessed by the Concept Mastery Test and SAT Verbal scores.
Relationship of Social Intelligence to Cognitive Style
Earlier in this chapter it was suggested that the understanding aspect of
social intelligence as assessed by the Role-Taking Task may be related to
Witkin's analytical-global dimension in that analytical persons are expected
to exhibit higher levels of understanding than global individuals.

This rela-

tionship should also hold with the Guilford tests, which measure the understanding aspect of social intelligence.

This possibility is suggested by an

analysis of the Guilford and Witkin tasks and a previous study comparing the
dimensions.
The Guilford tasks are analogous to the Witkin

t~sks

in

th~t

th<>v
- -- - .t

the subject to separate an initially presented feeling, thought, emotion, or
intention from a series of similar feelings, thoughts, emotions, or intentions.
In the Expression Grouping test the subject is presented with an initial feeling that is represented by a series of three pictures.

He is then asked to

select the one of four alternate pictures which displays the same feeling.
Here the initial feeling may be regarded as analogous to the simple figure of
the Embedded Figures Test and the four alternatives may be analogous to the
complex figure containing the simple design.
similar procedure is employed.

In the Missing Cartoons test a

The subject is shown a cartoon strip with one

picture missing and asked to select the one of four alternative cartoons which
when included in the series will preserve the feelings or thoughts of the char
acters in the initial presentation.

Here the feelings or thoughts expressed

in the three initial pictures appear analogous to the simple figure and the
four alternatives to the embedded figure.
to the other tests in the series.

This analogy can also be extended

Of course, this separation process is only

part of the task in each of the tests for the subject must also be able to
recognize the intended feeling, make judgments regarding them, or predict future action based on them.

If persons with analytical cognitive styles are, as

Witkin has suggested, more adept at separating parts from the whole, structuring and differentiating their environment, and understanding people on a deepe
level than persons with a global style, they should evidence performance superior to that of global persons on the G•.lilford tests.
This suggested relationship was partially supported by a previous study.
Pavlou (1973) in an unpublished study using 70 male and female subjects of
various ages founu that Sl:ore::; uu Lhe Embedded Figures Test correlated .42 witc;

Expression Grouping, .48 with Missing Cartoons, .40 with Cartoon Predictions,
and .28 with Social Translations.

In addition, she found that the Embedded

Figures Test correlated .53 with the composite scores for the above four tests.
These correlations indicated a significant relationship between Witkin's
dimension and the Guilford measures.

There is a difficulty with interpreta-

tion, however, for in this study separate analyses were not performed for the
sexes.

As pointed out earlier, sex differences have regularly been found to

be a factor with respect to the Embedded Figures Test with males generally
appearing to be more analytical than females.

These sex differences are par-

ticularly important for while Guilford has found no sex differences for his
tests, Shanley et al. (1971) have reported some evidence for sex differences
on several of the tests.

Consequently, sex differences were considered in the

r
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present study.
Relationship of Social Intelligence to Role-Teking Ability
The previous sections of this chapter also suggest a relationship between
the measures of Guilford and Feffer.
require of a subject.

Again, the tasks are similar in what the

In'Feffer's Role-Taking Task a subject is required to

take the viewpoint of several different characters simultaneously.
ability is required in several of the Guilford measures.

This same

In the Cartoon Pre-

dictions test the subject is asked to predict what will happen next based on
the simultaneous consideration of the feelings of several characters.

For

example, in the sample item provided for this test the initial scene shows a
frightened, helpless Barney hanging from a gutter asking his son for help.
Alternative one shows the mother and son bringing Barney a ladder, alternative
+- ..........
\,..YWV

o!J.v;;s E~r"r.1~:;-- cliw'b:!..115 up outv th.c rovf una.i.dcd,

the mother and son laughing at Barney.

I

ci{1<l

alterna.t:tvc::.

t11Lt:c

cil1uw '

O'Sullivan and Guilford indicated that

alternative one is the correct prediction with the following explanation.
Since Barney looks frightened and helpless, it is unlikely that he could climb
to the roof.
Barney.

The boy looks upset, so he and his mother would not laugh at

If a subject considered only the feelings of Barney, alternative thre

might be seen as a possible correct solution.

Only when the feelings of both

Barney and his son are considered is this alternative eliminated.

This same

type of consideration is possible for many of the Guilford tests.
The relationship suggested by this similarity and the contention that bot
procedures are measuring the understanding aspect of social intelligence is
that a subject who performs well on one of the measures should also perform
well on the other.

_________
~
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.!!Jpotheses
The main theme of this literature review has been that the measures of
Feffer and Guilford are measures of the understanding aspect of social intelligence and that performance on them is related to the cognitive style dimension
of Witkin as measured by the Embedded Figures Test.

That is, a common factor

is hypothesized regarding performance on all three of these measures.

There-

fore, the major hypothesis of this study is that when the measures of Witkin
(Embedded Figures Test), Feffer (Role-Taking Tasks 1 and 2), and Guilford
(Social Translations, Cartoon Predictions, Missing Cartoons, and Expression
Grouping) are included in a factor analytic analysis all three of these measures should load highly on the same factor and not with measures of verbal
intelligence.

tor matrix to provide reference factors.

They were:

the Terman Concept

Mastery Test (Terman, 1950), SAT Verbal scores, a word fluency task, two measures of creativity, chronological age, social class as measured by the Colema
(1959) Index, and birth order.
In addition to the hypothesis for the factor analysis, the literature
review suggested the following relationships between the measures of Witkin,
Feffer, and Guilford:
a)

Persons identified as analytical in their cognitive style by
the Hidden Figures Test, the group form of the Embedded Figures
Test, score higher on the Guilford tests than persons identified
as global in their style.

b)

Persons identified as analytical in their style by the Hidden

41
Figures Test evidence higher role-taking ability on the RoleTaking Tasks than persons identifiP.d as global in their style.
c)

Persons who show a higher level of role-taking ability on the
Role-Taking Tasks also show a higher level of social intelligence
on the Guilford tests than persons who show a lower level of roletaking ability.

~
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CHAPTER

III

METHOD
i

Subiects
The subjects for this study consisted of 60 male and 60 female undergraduate students enrolled at Loyola University of Chicago.

All of the subjects

were volunteers from the introductory psychology classes who were fulfilling
part of their required 5 hours of experimental participation.
The subjects ranged in age from 16.3 years to 22.9 years, with a mean age
of 18.7 years.
a

For the males, the age range was 17.1 years to 22.9 years with

mean age of 19. 0 years while for the females the age range was from 16. 3

years to 22.9 years with a mean of 18.4 years.

In terms of educational level,

the sample consisted of 91 freshmen, 24 sophomores, 4 juniors, and 1 senior.
Racially, the sample consisted of 105 Caucasians, 12 Negroes, and 3 others.
Each subjet:t was also given a social t:la::;::; ratiug ba::;ed

Ot1

the Coleman (1959)

Social Class Index of from 1 for "Upper Class'' to 7 for "Lower Lower Class."
The present subjects obtained a mean social class rating of 4.04 with a range
in ratings of from 1 to 7.
Materials
All subjects were tested with the Terman Concept Mastery Test (Form T)
(Terman, 1950) as a measure of abstract or verbal intelligence.

While the

Concept Mastery Test was scored in accordance with the manual, a 12-minute
time limit was imposed on each of the two parts of the test.
Each subject was also tested with four of the six measures of social
intelligence developed by O'Sullivan and Guilford (1966)--Expression Grouping,
Missing Cartoons, Social Translations, and Cartoon Predictions.
42
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limitations prevented the administration of all six social intelligence tests.
In addition, the test manual indicated that these four tests comprised the
best overall composite for measuring the behavioral cognition abilities.

The

Spearman-Brown reliabilities reported in the test manual for Picture Exchange
(~=.32)

and Missing Pictures

(~=.46),

the two tests not administered, were so

low that the tests seemed of limited value in the estimation of behavioral cog-·
nition abilities.

All of the Guilford measures were administered and scored

in compliance with the instructions contained in the manual.

For each test,

higher scores represented higher social intelligence.
Each subject was also administered a group form of the Role-Taking Task
developed by Feffer (Feffer, 1959; Feffer & Suchotliff, 1966).

As stimuli for

the Role-Taking Tasks the Family Scene Picture, used by Neugarten (1968), was
used as Carci l and. Hurray' s (1943) TAT Ca:i.<l GBi·i

wa::;

u::,t:J a& Card Z • 1

Th~

Family Scene Card contained four figures, an older and a younger couple, while
the TAT Card, 6BM, contained two figures, an older woman and a younger man.
The initial Role-Taking stories were administered with the following
instructions:
This is a test of imagination, one form of intelligence.
I am going to give you two pictures, one at a time; your task
will be to make up as dramatic a story as you can for each.
Tell what led up to the event shown in the picture, describe
what is happening at the moment, what the characters are
thinking and feeling, and then give the outcome. Write your
thoughts as they come to your mind. You will have 4 minutes

lPermission to use the Family Scene Picture in this study was graciously
granted by Dr. Bernice L. Neugarten and the Committee on Human Development,
University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.
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for each story.
picture.

Any questions?

Here is the first

After presenting both pictures for the initial stories, the following
instructions were given:
Now take the first picture and your story sheets for
it again. You are to use this picture again but this time
make believe that you are each one of the people in the story
you made up. This time I want you to make believe you are
this person and you are right in the situation. (Pointing to
first figure.) Retell your story from the point of view of
this person. That is, tell the story again but this time as
though you were really this person. You have up to three
minutes. (Repeated for each figure of the first picture.)
Now take the second picture. Again you are to make believe
you are each one of the people in the story. (Pointing to
first figure) I want you to make believe you are this person.
Tell the story as though you really were this person. (Repeated
for each figure of the second picture.)
Since the Role-Taking Task was the only measure which was not scored
•

1

rut!chaui.ca.lly and whj ch required some subjective judgmPnt; it

wci~

•

investigator before the other measures to avoid any possible influence on the
scoring of the Role-Taking Tasks by the results of the other measures.
Scoring of the Role-Taking Tasks was in accordance with the procedures
described by Feffer and Suchotliff (1966).2

To facilitate the data analysis,

numerical scores were then assigned to the various Feffer scoring categories.

2A detailed description of the Role-Taking procedure and scoring criteria
is on deposit with the American Documentation Institute.

Order Document No.

9010 from ADI Auxiliary Publications Project, Photoduplication Service,
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.

20540.

Remit in advance $2.50 for

microfilm or $6.25 for photocopies and make payable to Chief,
Service, Library of Congress.

I

sr.nrp<i hy t.ne •

Photoduplicatio~
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values assigned to the various scoring categories were as follows:
1)

Simple Refocusing

(SR)--th~s

category is the most basic form of

refocusing and has three levels of thematic consistency.

The

three levels and their assigned values were SR I, a value of l;
SR II, a value of 2; and SR III, a value of 3.
2)

Character Elaboration (CE)--this category requires a refocusing
upon a given actor from more than one viewpoint.
three levels of thematic consistency.

It also has

The three levels and their

assigned values were CE I, a value of 4; CE II, a value of 5; and
CE III, a value of 6.
3)

Perspective Elaboration (PE)--this category requires the refocusing
upon a given actor from more than one viewpoint and the presence of
an apr>ropriatE> !!inner'' and '!outer" oriPnt;:itj cm i.n thP vi.ewpoiptl'l.

This category ha$ five levels of thematic consistency.

The five

levels and their assigned values were PE I, a value of 7; PE II,
a value of 8; PE III, a value of 9; PE IV, a value of 10; and PE V,
a value of 11.
Each subject's score for a particular character was the highest level
obtained for the character, e.g., Character Elaboration III received a score
of 6.

Each subject's score for a particular card was determined by summing

the numerical scores for the various characters of that card.

For example, if

a subject obtained scores of 3, 4, 5, and 6 for the four characters of Card 1
his score for Card 1 would be 18.
Interrater reliabilities for scores on the Role-Taking Task for both Card
1 and Card 2 were computed using the protocols of 40 randomly selected subject.

r~···---------~
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The interrater reliabilities were obtained by correlating the scores of the
investigator with those of a second individual who was trained in the use of
the Role-Taking scoring system.

An interrater reliability of .69 was obtained

for Card 1 and an interrater reliability of .70 was obtained for Card 2.
of these reliabilities are significant beyond the .01 level.

Both

The ratings made

by the investigator were used in all analyses of data involving the Role-Takin
Tasks.
Each subject was also administered the group form of the Embedded Figures
Test, the Hidden Figures Test, developed by Jackson, Messick, and Myers (1964)
as a measure of the analytical-global cognitive style dimension of Wickin.

Th

Hidden Figures Test was administered in two equal parts with a time limit of
12 minutes for each half.
of correct answers

fro~

A subject's score consisted of the combined number

the firct and cecccd

hal~cs

with higher scores

ing higher levels of analytical style.
In addition to the four main measures described above, each subject was
administered a word fluency task and two
Wallach and Kogan (1965).

meas~res

of creativity developed by

The word fluency task consisted of the number of

words beginning with the letter P that a subject could produce in 1 minute.
The first creativity task consisted of the number of uses for a knife that a
subject could produce in 5 minutes (Alternate Uses) and the second creativity
task consisted of the number of similarities between a piano and a violin that
a subject could produce in 5 minutes (Similarities).
Each subject also was assigned a social class rating by means of the
Coleman Index (Coleman, 1959).

The Coleman Index is based on a study of occu-

pational and social class in Kansas City and assigns various occupational
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groups to specific socioeconomic classes which are designated by numerical
values ranging from 1 (highest level) to 7 (lowest level).

Assignment of any

individual within an occupational category to a socioeconomic class is based
upon these major criteria:

degree of education or training required; level

of advancement or status in a profession, business, or organizational structure; employee versus employer status; ownership versus non-ownership status;
annual income earned; and clientele served.

In the present study, subjects

were assigned a Coleman Index rating according to their father's occupation.
Also, in the present study the order of the numerical values for the various
classes was reversed for convenience in interpreting the correlational analyse
involving social class.

Thus the highest level here received a value of 7

while the lowest received a value of 1.
on

8

The father's occupation was obtained

pri>tPst-i.nfonnRtion shPet whjch also provided data on the subject's 1:H~X:

age, race, grade in school, and family birth order.

SAT Verbal scores were

obtained for all subjects from the school records.
Thus, the data collected on each subject included:

the demographic vari-

I

ables of age, sex, race, grade in school, birth order, and Coleman social clas

I

rating; a verbal fluency score; the Alternate Uses and Similarities creativity
scores; the Concept Mastery Test scores; SAT Verbal scores; the Hidden Figures
Test scores; the Role-Taking Task scores for Card 1 and Card 2; and the scores
for the following social intelligence tests:

Expression Grouping, Missing

Cartoons, Social Translations, Cartoon Predictions, and the Social Cognition
Composite I based'on the four above social intelligence tests.
Procedure
All of the above measures were administered in a group form to groups of

r=-------.
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approximately 10 to 15 subjects.

All the measures were administered to each

group during one 3-hour testing period with a 10-minute break occurring halfway through the period.

All measures were administered by the investigator.

The order of test presentation was counterbalanced among the small groups
to control for possible fatigue and order effects.

In addition, the order of

presentation of the four Guilford tests was counterbalanced as was the presentation of Cards 1 and 2 of the Role-Taking Task.

Similarly, the order of char

acter presentation within each Role-Taking card was counterbalanced.
For purposes of some of the data analyses, the subjects were divided into
various groups on the basis of sex, Hidden Figures performance, and Role-Takin
performance.

Four groups were formed on the basis of Hidden Figures scores an

four on the basis of each Role-Taking score.

The groups formed on the basis

o~
I

1liddcn Figur.:.s '!'est pcrfv:;..wuuc.6 w€;:c:

(1) Ano.lytical-wo.lc., t~he 20 males .scu~- •

ing highest on the Hidden Figures Test; (2) Global-male, the 20 males scoring
lowest on the Hidden Figures Test; (3) Analytical-female, the 20 females scaring highest on the Hidden Figures Test; and (4) Global-female, the 20 females
scoring lowest on the Hidden Figures Test.
Role-Taking performance for each card were:

The groups formed on the basis of
(1) High decentering-male, the 20

males scoring highest on the Role-Taking Task; (2) Low decentering-male, the
20 males scoring lowest on the Role-Taking Task; (3) High decentering-female,
the 20 females scoring highest on the Role-Taking Task; and (4) Low decentering-female, the 20 females scoring lowest on the Role-Taking Task.
The groups formed on the basis of Hidden Figures performance were used in
testing hypotheses

~

and .!?_, while the groups formed on the basis of Role-Takin

performance were used in testing hypothesis £·

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The means and standard deviations obtained by the males, females, and
total sample on the 18 variables used in this study are presented in Table 1
as a reference point for the following statistical analyses.

Examination of

this table revealed that the males were somewhat older than the females but
that the sexes did not differ appreciably in social class, birth order, word
fluency, or on the creativity tasks.

The males scored higher than the females

on the Concept Mastery Test, Missing Cartoons, Hidden Figures Test, and the
Role-Taking Task 1.

The females scored higher than the males on the SAT

Verbal Test, Social Translations, Cartoon Predictions, Expression Grouping,
Social Cognition Composite I (Composite I), and the Role-Taking Task 2.

The

males scored significantly higher than the females only on the Concept Mastery,
Tesr Ana rhe

fem~les

srored

signifj~Antly

higher

th~n

the m?les only on the

Social Translations measure.
Relationship of Social Intelligence and Hidden Figures to Verbal Intelligence
A major element of the construct validity of any measure of social intelligence is that such a measure should not correlate strongly with measures of
abstract or verbal intelligence.

In order to examine the relationship of the

measures of social intelligence employed in this study to verbal intelligence,
two measures of verbal intelligence were also included, the Terman Concept
Mastery Test and SAT Verbal scores.
Table 2 contains the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients computed between the Concept Mastery Total scores and the Hidden Figures, RoleTaking 1 and 2, and the five Guilford scores for males> females, and all
49
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Table

2

Pearson Product-Moment Correlations between Concept Mastery Test
Total Scores and Scores on the Hidden Figures, Role-Taking 1 and
2, and Guilford Measures for Males, Females, and the Total Sample
Group
Males

Females

Total
(N:l20)

Measure

(_!!= 60)

(_!!= 60)

Social Translations

.45**

.12

.23*

Cartoon Predictions

.18

.17

.14

Missing Cartoons

.45**

.32*

.. 39,\-*

Expression Grouping

.40,""*

.27*

.30*

Composite I

. 58*">'c

.37**

.42*°>'(

HiddP.n Figures

.10

.10

.14

Role-Taking 1

• 26*

.15

• 21,...

Role-Taking 2

.19

.17

.16

* .E <. 05

(two-tailed test).

** .E < .01

(two-tailed test).
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subjects combined.

Examination of these results revealed that the correlations,

between the Concept Mastery Total and three of the Guilford scores, Missing
cartoons, Expression Grouping, and the Composite I, were significant for the
males, females, and all subjects combined.

In addition, the correlation

between the Concept Mastery Total and Social Translations was significant for
males and all subjects combined but not for the females.

The only Guilford

measure which showed no significant correlation with the Concept Mastery Test
was the Cartoon Predictions.

With regard to the other measures, none of the

correlations between the Concept Mastery Test and the Hidden Figures Test or
the Role-Taking 2 was significant.

The correlations between the Concept

Mastery and the Role-Taking 1 were significant for the males and all subjects
combined but not for the females.
The relationship between SAT Verbal scores aud the measures of social
intelligence were examined by means of Pearson product-moment correlations
(Table 3).

These correlations revealed that again three of the five Guilford

scores (Missing Cartoons, Social Translations, and Composite I) were significantly related to the SAT Verbal scores for the males, females, and all subjects combined.

None of the correlations between the Hidden Figures, Role-Tak-

ing 1 and 2 tasks, and the SAT scores was significant for either sex or for th
total sample.

The correlations between the Concept Mastery and the SAT scores

for the males, females, and all subjects combined were.highly significant.
In order to determine whether the various groups formed on the basis of
Hidden Figures and Role-Taking 1 and 2 performance differed significantly in
their levels of verbal intelligence, the group means (Table 4) and the analy-

~es

of variance (Tables 5, 6, and 7) were computed.
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Table

3

Pearson Product-Moment Correlations between SAT Verbal Scores and Scores
on the Guilford Measures, Hidden Figures Test, Role-Taking Tasks
1 and 2, and the Concept Mastery Total Scores
Group
Males

Females

Total

Measure

(_!!=60)

(_!!=60)

(N=l20)

Social Translations

.38**

.46**

Cartoon Predictions

.37**

.15

Missing Cartoons

.39**

.40**

Expression Grouping

.30*

.02

.14

Composite I

.54**

.39**

.45**

Hidden Fig•Jres

.06

-.02

.02

Role-Taking 1

.23

.16

.19

Role-Taking 2

.15

.17

.16

Concept Mastery Total

.63**

.56**

.57**

* .E <.05 (two-tailed test).
** .E <.01 (two-tailed test).

.• 40**
.24*
.• 39**

'
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Table

4

Concept Mastery Total Score Means for the Analyses
of Variance Presented in Tables 5, 6, and 7
Group Means
Female

Male
Variable

High

Low

High

Low

Hidden Figures Testa

60.20

49.90

54. 39

46.55

Role-Taking 1

65.30

52.10

54.50

45.65

Role-Taking 2

65.60

50.25

55.05

46.25

aHigh:Analytical, Low=Global.
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Table

5

Analysis of Variance of the Effect of Sex and Hidden Figures Performance
on Subject Performance on the Concept Mastery Total Scores
Source of Variance

df

MS

F

.E

Sex

1

1647 .11

3.46

NS

Hidden Figures (High vs Low)

1

418.61

.88

NS

Interaction

1

30.23

.06

NS

76

476.06

Error

---------·-------------.....--------------------------------------------------56
Table

6

Analysis of Variance of the Effect of Sex and Role-Taking 1 on
Subject Performance on the Concept Mastery Total Scores
Source of Variance

df

MS

F

.E

Sex

1

2431.01

5.24

.05

Role-Taking 1

1

1487.81

3.21

NS

Interaction

1

94.61

.20

NS

76

464.18

Error

-------~___..,_,,,.,_

___________________________________________________________
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Table

7

Analysis of Variance of the Effect of Sex and Role-Taking 2 on
Subject Performance on the Concept Mastery Total Scores
Source of Variance

df

MS

F

E

Sex

1

2916.11

6.65

.05

Role-Taking 2

1

1058.51

2.42

NS

Interaction

1

214.51

.49

NS

76

438. 23

Error

r ____
· ________,
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Each of the 2 x 2 analyses of variance for the Concept Mastery Test Total
scores, which utilized the subgroups formed from the 20 highest and 20 lowest
scoring individuals of each sex on each measure, investigated the effect of
sex (male versus female) and high or low scores on the Hidden Figures Test
(Table 5), Role-Taking 1 task (Table 6), and Role-Taking 2 task (Table 7).
Only the main effects for sex were significant for the two Role-Taking measures.

None of the other main effects or interactions was significant but the

main effect for sex approached significance for the Hidden Figures Test
(.E

< .10).
The examination of the means presented in Table 4 indicated that these

results were attributable to the fact that the Concept Mastery Test scores for
the male subgroups were consistently higher than the scores for the female subgroups on these measures.
Factor Analysis
In order to examine the major hypothesis of this study, i.e., that there
is a common factor underlying performance on the measures of Witkin (Hidden
Figures Test), Feffer (Role-Taking Tasks 1 and 2), and Guilford (Social Translations, Cartoon Predictions, Missing Cartoons, Expression Grouping) and that
these measures define a single dimension different from verbal intelligence, a
factor analysis involving 16 variables and the 60 male and 60 female subjects
was performed.
Table 8 contains the initial correlational matrix

fo~

the 16 variables.

All of the correlations in this matrix are Pearson product-moment correlations
There were several negative correlations among the first 6 variables and no
negative correlations among the last 10 variables.

While most of the

I

I

I

I

I
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correlations were small and not significant, several moderate correlations in
the .40s and .50s were obtained.

All of these moderate correlations were

between variables which were very similar in their origins, i.e., Alternate
Uses and Similarities, Concept Mastery Parts 1 and 2, Concept Mastery Parts

1 and 2 and SAT Verbal scores, and Role-Taking Tasks 1 and 2.
The correlation matrix presented in Table 8 was then submitted to an
iterated communality program with the initial communality estimates being
squared multiple correlations.

A varimax rotation was then performed request-

ing that only factors with eigenvalues above the conventional 1.00 level be
rotated.
able.

This solution yielded two factors which were not easily interpret-

A second orthogonal rotation was then performed requesting that the

first three factors, regardless of their eigenvalues, be rotated.
values for the three obt<:dned fact.ors were as fulluwi;:

tor 2, 1.45; and Factor 3, 0.81.

The eigen-

Fal:tur 1, 2.SG; Fae-

The first two factors met the conventional

criterion for eigenvalues while the third factor is .19 below this criterion.
Thus it did not appear that the eigenvalue criterion was seriously violated.
Table 9 contains the obtained factor loadings which exceeded the conventional .30 level.

These results suggested that three fairly distinct factors

had been obtained.

The first factor, Factor 1, on which the SAT Verbal, Con-

cept Mastery Part 1, Concept Mastery Part 2, Missing Cartoons, and Social
Translations variables loaded above the .30 level appeared to be a verbal
intelligence factor.

The second factor, Factor 2, on which the Alternate Uses

Similarities, and Word Fluency variables loaded positively and on which the
Chronological Age and Social Class variables loaded negatively appeared to be
a creativity-flexibility of thinking factor or a speed factor.

The third

r
'

________________ _______________________________________,
_...
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Table

9

Obtained Factor Loadings of .30 or Larger
Factor
Variable

1

2

1.

Chronological Age

-.406

2.

Social Class

-.315

3.

Birth Order

4.

Word Fluency

.437

5.

Alternate Uses

.664

6.

Similarities

.521

7.

Concept Mastery Part 1

.669

8.

Concept Mastery Part 2

. 726

9.

Sccial

. 3~1

T~anzleticnc

3

. 312

10.

Cartoon Predictions

11.

Missing Cartoons

12.

Expression Grouping

13.

Hidden Figures

.481

14.

Role-Taking 1

.752

15.

Role-Taking 2

.585

16.

SAT Verbal

.445

.767

.402
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factor, Factor 3, on which the Role-Taking Tasks 1 and 2, Hidden Figures,
Missing Cartoons, and Cartoon Predictions variables loaded above the .30 level
appeared to be the social intelligence or understanding factor suggested by the
main hypothesis of this study.

The only variable loading above the .30 level

I

on two of the three factors was Missing Cartoons which loaded on Factors 1 and
3,

The birth order and Expression Grouping variables did not load above the

.30 level on any of the three factors.
Hidden Figures Performance and Social Intelligence
Hypothesis

~

states that subjects identified as analytical by the Hidden

Figures Test score higher on the Guilford measures than subjects identified
as global by the Hidden Figures Test.

In order to examine this hypothesis,

Pearson product-moment correlations between the Hidden Figures scores and
::H.:ur'e8 ou l:l1e Gui.lfuu.l weasure8 [or males, [ernalt!s: and all 8ubjt!cLs cumb.int!<l

were computed and are presented in Table 10.

Of the 15 correlations between

the Hidden Figures scores and the scores on the Guilford measures, three were
significant for the males (Social Translations, Missing Cartoons, and the
Composite I), one was significant for the females (Composite I), and three
were significant for all subjects combined (Social Translations, Missing
Cartoons, and the Composite I).

Only one of the 15 correlations (Cartoon

Predictions for the males) had a negative value.
In order to examine hypothesis

~

in more detail, the group means (Table

11) and the analyses of variance (Table 12) were computed using the four group
previously formed on the basis of Hidden Figures performance (the 20 analytica
and global males and females).
Examination of the analyses of variance for the effects of sex and

1
1
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Table 10
Correlations between Hidden Figures Performance and
Performance on the Guilford Measures for Males,
Females, and Total Sample
Group

Guilford Measure
Social Translations
Cartoon Predictions

Males

Females

Total

(!:!= 60)

(_!i=60)

(!i=l20)

.14

.20*

.18

.02

• 32,b'c
-.09

Missing Cartoons

• 27'...

.17

.22*

Expression Grouping

.12

.16

.13

Composite I

.26*

.26*

.23*

~'*

2<.0l (two-tailed test).
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Table 11
Means for the Sex and Hidden Figures Analyses of Variance of
Subject Performance on the Guilford Measures
Presented in Table 12
Hidden Figures Group Means
Male
Guilford Measure

Analytical

Female
Global

Analytical

Global

Social Translations

19.50

16.85

19. 95

19.70

Cartoon Predictions

20.95

21.15

22.40

21.10

Missing Cartoons

21.85

18.95

21.10

2C.05

Expression Grouping

19.95

18.95

20.65

18.80

Composite I

82.25

75.90

84.10

79.65

Table
Analyses of Variance of the Effect of Sex and Hidden Figures Performance
on Subject

Performanc1~

on the Guilford Measures
Guilford Measure

Source of Variance

df

Social

Cartoon

Missing

Expression

Translations

Pro?d lctions

Cartoons

Grouping

MS

F

MS

F

MS

Sex

1

54.45 6.96*

9 .8) 1.25

Hidden Figures (High vs Low)

1

42.05

5.37~\-

6.05 0.77

78.01 5.24'""

Interaction

1

28.80 3.68

11. 25 1.44

17.11 1.15

Error

76
~\-

.E. < .05.

** .E.<.Ol.

7.83

-

7. 8 :2

-

. 61

F

14.90

.04

-

F

MS

1.51

.16

40.61 4.34*

Composite I
MS

F

156.80 2.31
583. 20 8. 60-Jc~\-

3.61

• 39

18.05

9.36

-

67.79

.27

a-

\JI
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Hidden Figures on performance on the Guilford measures presented in Table 12
revealed that there was a significant main effect for sex with the females
scoring higher than the males in one of the five cases, that of peforrnance on
the Social Translations test,and that there was a significant main effect for
Hidden Figures for all of the measures except Cartoon Predictions.

As indi-

cated by the higher means obtained by the analytical groups in contrast to the
global groups on those measures (Table 11), the hypothesized better performanc
for the analytical groups was obtained.

None of the interaction effects was

significant.
Hidden Figures Perfonnance and Role-Taking Ability
To investigate hypothesis £, that subjects identified as analytical on the
Hidden Figures Test show a higher level of role-taking ability than subjects

I

correlated with the Role-Taking 1 and 2 scores for the males, females, and all
subjects combined.

The obtained Pearson product-moment correlations between

Hidden Figures scores and Role-Taking 1 and 2.scores for the males, females,
and all subjects combined are presented in Table 13.

All of the correlations

were significant beyond the .01 level.
To examine hypothesis£ more closely the group means, presented in Table
14, and the analyses of variance, presented in Table 15, were computed.

Again·

the analytical and global male and female groups were used.
The results of the 2 x 2 analyses of variance presented in Table 15
revealed that there was no significant main effect for sex nor for the sex x
Hidden Figures interaction on perfonnance on the Role-Taking 1 and 2 tasks.
However, there was a significant (.£

<. 001)

main effect for Hidden Figures

----------·--------------------------------------------------------------------~......
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Table 13
Correlations between Hidden Figures Performance and Performance
on the Role-Taking 1 and Role-Taking 2 for Males, Females,
and Total Sample
Role-Taking Task
Group

Role-Taking 1

Role-Taking 2
.41*~'(

Males (!i=60)
Females (_!i=60)

.37**

.36**

Total Sample (!:!_=120)

.35**

.37**

** P. (.01 (two-tailed test).

------------------------------------------------:-w•-----------------68

Table 14
Means for the Sex and Hidden Figures Analyses of Variance of
Subject Performance on the Role-Taking 1 and 2 Tasks
Presented in Table 15
Role-Taking Group Means
Female

Male
Role-Taking Task

High

Low

High

Low

Role-Taking 1

31.60

25.70

31.80

25.15

Role-Taking 2

16.60

10.55

17.10

12.80

-----~~~------------------------.._----------------------------------------------69
Table 15
Analyses of Variance of the Effect of Sex and Hidden Figures Performance
on Subject Performance on the Role-Taking 1 and 2 Tasks
Role-Taking Task
Role-Taking 1
Source of Variance

df

MS

Sex

1

.61

Hidden Figures (High vs Low)

1

787.51

Interaction

1

2.81

76

52.25

Error
-l:;':·k

.E.

<.001 .

F

Role-Taking 2

MS

F

.01

37.81

15.07*.k*

535.61

22.04*"/ri(

.05

15. 31

.63

24.30

1.56
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performance in the predicted direction on performance on both the Role-Taking
1 and Role-Taking 2 tasks.
The means contained in Table 14 indicated that the analytical males and
females scored higher on the Role-Taking 1 and 2 tasks than did the global
males and females.
Role-Taking and Social Intelligence
To examine hypothesis

£, which states that subjects who show a higher

level of role-taking ability on the Role-Taking 1 and 2 tasks show a higher
level of social .intelligence on the Guilford measures than subjects who show
a lower level of role-taking ability on these Role-Taking tasks, Role·· Taking 1
and 2 scores were correlated with the various Guilford measures for the males,
females, and all subjects combined.
• r.ei.<Jr-ions .iire rres,:>nr-ei:J in Table 16.

The resulting Pearson product-moment corOf the 15 ('0rrei;i,tione

1->et~·!een

the R0le-

Taking 1 scores and the Guilford scores contained in Table 16, 10 were signifi
cant.

Only the correlations between Role-Taking 1 scores and the Cartoon Pre-

dictions scores for the males and Expression Grouping scores for the males,
females, and all subjects combined failed to reach significance.

All of the

15 correlations between the Role-Taking 2 scores and the Guilford scores were
positive but only 7 were significant.

The correlations between Role-Taking 2

scores and the Cartoon Predictions, Missing Cartoons, and the Composite I
scores were significant for the females and all subjects combined while only
the Composite I correlation for the males was significant.
Five 2 x 2 analyses of variance using the four groups previously formed
on the basis of Role-Taking 1 performance (the 20 high and low Role-Taking 1
males and females) were computed to further examine the effect of sex and

----MA__________________________________________....,____________......________.._____...,..
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Table 16
Correlations between Role-Taking 1 and 2 Performance
and Performance on the Guilford Measures for Males,
Females, and Total Sample
Role-Taking Task
Role-Taking 2

Role-Taking 1

Males

.23

.22*

.15

.10

.14

.15

.42-lrk

.29**

.11

.44i<*

• 28'"i':i'(

Missing Cartoons

.31*

.49**

.39*~\-

.22

.30*

.2S**

Expression Grouping

.16

.22

.19

.10

.20

.15

Composite I

.36ih\"

• 55~h\-

.44~\-i<

.53~\-*

• 42-;'(•·}(

.47**

Males

Social Translations

• 26~\-

cartoon Predictions

Females

(two ·-t~ilc~

** .E.(.01 (two-tailed test).

Females

Total

Total

Guilford Measure
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Role-Taking 1 performance on performance on the Guilford measures.
means

a~e

The group

presented in Table 17 while the results of the analyses of variance

are contained in Table 18.
The analyses of variance of the effect of sex and Role-Taking 1 performance on performance on the Guilford measures contained in Table 18 yielded a
main effect for sex in only one of the five instances, that of performance on
the Social Translations test.

As indicated by Table 17, the females scored

higher on the Social Translations test than did the males.
nificant main effect for Role-Taking l performance in the

There was a sigpr~dicted

direction

for all five analyses, i.e., subjects categorized as high on Role-Taking 1
scored higher on these Guilford measures than did those categorized as low.
No significant effect for the sex x Role-Taking l interaction was obtained for
l anv of the fjvi:>. analvses,

-

~

Similarly, group means and 2 x 2 analyses of variance using the four
groups previously formed on the basis of Role-Taking 2 performance (high and
low males and females) were computed to examine the effect of sex and RoleTaking 2 performance on the Guilford measures.

The group means are presented

in Table 19 and the results of the analyses of variance are contained in
Table 20.

As with the analyses for Role-Taking 1, the only significant main

effect for sex occurred for scores on Social Translations with the females
scoring higher than the males.

These results also revealed that there was a

significant main effect in the predicted direction for Role-Taking 2 performance on performance on all of the Guilford measures.

Again, there was no

significant sex x Role-Taking 2 interaction effect for any of the five analyses.

---------------------------~----------..--------------------------------------..-......
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Table 17
Means for the Sex and Roie-Taking 1 Analyses of Variance
of Subject Performance on the Guilford Measures
Presented in Table 18
Role-Taking 1 Group Means
Female

Male
Guilford Measure

High

Low

High

Low

Social Translations

19. 65

17.90

20.60

19. 25

Cartoon Predictions

21.30

20 .25

22.65

20.65

Missing Cartoons

22.50

19 .80

22.55

18.85

Expression Grouping

20.60

19 .20

21.40

19. 60

Composite I

84.05

76.90

87.20

78.35

I

5i&2

wv:

T::le 18

'

I

Analyses of Variance of the Effect of Sex and Role-Taking 1 on
Subject Performance on the Guilford Measures
Guilford Measure
Expression

Source

Social

Cartoon

of

Translations

Predictions

Variance

df

MS

F

MS

F

Sex

1

26.45

5.28*

15.31

2.14

Role-Taking 1

1

48.05

9.59ic*

46.51

6.51'\-

Interaction

1

.80

76

5.01

Error

,•c .E. <.05.

** .E. <.oi.
*** .E. <. 001.

.16

4.51
7.15

.63

Missing Cartoons

".,.,
L:>
l~.

F

05

20.!.80

.5.00
1.5.10

Grouping
MS

Composite I

F

MS

F

1.86

.27

7.20

.83

105.80

13.56*'''*

51.20

5.86*

1280.00

.33

. .80

.09

8.73

14.45
56.85

22.52,\-i(>\.25

"-J

.i:--

----------------------------------

""""·-}~·--~
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Table 19
Means for the Sex and Role-Taking 2 Analyses of Variance of
Subject Performance on the Guilford Measures
Presented in Table 20
Role-Taking 2 Group Means

I
t

I

I
I
I

i

Female

Male
Guilford Measure

High

Low

High

Low

Social Translations

19. 30

18.00

20.55

19.45

Cartoon Predictions

21.45

20.80

22.55

20.30

Missing Cartoons

21.40

19.10

22.30

19 .. 40

Expression Grouping

20.25

19 .05

20.80

18.95

Composite I

82.40

76.95

86.20

78.10

Analyses of Variance of the Effect of Sex and Role-Taking 2 on
Subject Performance on the Guilford Measures
Guilford Measure
Source

Social

Cartoon

Missing

Expression

of

Translations

Predictions

Cartoons

Grouping

Variance

df

MS

F

MS

F

MS

7.20

Sex

1

36.45

8.15*

1.80

.28

Role-Taking 2

1

28.80

6.44*

42.05

6.59*

Interaction

1

• 20

.04

12.80

2.01

1.80

76

4.48

6.38

-

16.21

Error

* £<.os.
*** .£<·001.

-

135.20

F

MS

Composite I

F

MS

.44

1.01

.10

122.51

8.34*

46.51

4.68*

918.01

.11

2.11

• 21

35.11

-

9 .93

-

59.98

F

2.04
15.31***
• 59
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CHAPTER

V

DISCUSSION
social Intelligence, Hidden Figures, and Verbal Intelligence
Substantial correlations between measures of verbal intelligence and
measures of social intelligence have been reported since the early studies of
the George Washington Test of Social Intelligence.

The results presented in

Tables 2 and 3 indicated that the Guilford measures of social intelligence
have not completely eliminated this difficulty.

These results revealed that

the only Guilford measure not significantly related to one of the measures of
(

verbal intelligence was the Cartoon Predictions test and this was only true
for the fc!roales.

These results suggested that the Guilford tests may not be

as free of verbal intelligence influence as Guilford (O'Sullivan et al., 1965)
claimed.
~·7.!::ere

This finding is particularly relevant for the Composite I scores

the correle.tio!!£ i:·7ere gener2lly in the .40s

8!Hl

.50s

~nd ;:ic~ounte<l

for.

fairly large amounts of the variance.
While most of the correlations between the Guilford measures and the
measures of verbal intelligence were significant they were not very large nor
necessarily meaningful in a predictive or clinical sense.

A correlation of

at least .45 is necessary to account for 20 per cent of the variance and to
suggest a meaningful relationship in terms of prediction.

This level of cor-

relation was reached by only three of the correlations between the Concept
Mastery scores and the Guilford measures.

In all three instances (Social

Translations, Missing Cartoons, and the Composite I) the .45 level was reached
for the male subjects only.

This level was also reached in only 3 of the 15

correlations between the Guilford measures and the SAT Verbal scores.
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three correlations which exceeded the .45 level were the Composite I for the
males and all subjects combined and Social Translations for the females.

The

remainder of the correlations ranged from .02 to .42 with a mean of .31.
These results were quite similar to those obtained by other researchers
comparing the Guilford measures to measures of verbal intelligence.

Shanley

et al. ( 1971), comparing the Guilford measures with the Otis IQ test, found
two correlations which exceeded the .45 level (Missing Cartoons and Composite
I) for their 50 twelfth-grade males.

The rest of the correlations for their

twelfth-grade males and females ranged from .11 to .38 with a mean of .25.
Suran (1970) found no significant relationship between verbal intelligence and i
the social intelligence measures of Guilford.

Her Spearman rhos between

Terman Concept Mastery Test scores and Guilford test scores were .30 for the
Gul.1 ford prei:eBt toi:a 1_ and .12 for the Gui 1 ford post-test- tot a 1.

T11

b0rh

studies the range of correlations was quite similar to the range obtained in
this study.

The consistency of these findings suggests that there is a rela-

tively small but definite relationship between the Guilford tests and measures
of verbal intelligence.
Hoepfner and O'Sullivan (1968) suggested a further clarification of the
relationship between the Guilford social intelligence measures and verbal
intelligence measures.

They found a tendency for subjects low in verbal intel-1

ligence to range from high to low on the Guilford measures while subjects high
·~

in verbal intelligence tended to score high on the Guilford measures.
An examination of the data for similar trends in the present sample was
performed by developing a scattergram based on the Concept Mastery Total score

j

and the Guilford Composite I scores of all the subjects.

This scattergram was

........---_........._.._____ ...__........_,.__._._,,,....,_______,,____.._...,._______..__,_,....,__.,............,,._.,_,__
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then divided into four quadrants on the basis of high and low scores (above
and below the means) for both the Composite I and the Concept Mastery Test.
The number of subjects falling into each quadrant was tallied with the following results:

High Guilford-Low Concept Mastery, 30; Low Guilford-Low Concept

Mastery, 30; High Guilford-High Concept Mastery, 43; and Low Guilford-High
Concept Mastery, 17.

Thus low Concept Mastery subjects were evenly distribute

in the high and low Guilford quadrants while over 60 per cent of the high Concept Mastery subjects scored in the high Guilford quadrant and less than 30
per cent of the high Concept Mastery subjects scored in the low Guilford
quadrant.

A Chi-square was then computed using the above frequency data.

The

resulting Chi-square value of 5.88 was significant beyond the .025 level.
These results were consistent with and strengthened the trend noted by Hoepfne

and

O'S'..!lliv~n.

On the basis of their results Hoepfner and O'Sullivan suggested two pos-

sible explanations, high verbal intelligence subjects (1) have a high level
of social intelligence or (2) they are able

t~

solve many of the behavioral

problems in the Guilford tests by utilizing verbal skills.

They also pointed

out that the second explanation is unlikely because every effort was made to
minimize the involvement of verbal skills so subjects of low general intelligence would not be penalized.
It seems that verbal ability does influence performance on the Guilford
measures to a moderate degree.

This does not necessarily indicate that the

Guilford measures are failing to distinguish levels of social intelligence and
are simply distinguishing levels of verbal intelligence.

In fact, it seems

logical that verbal abilities should be moderately related to social

----·------------------------------------------------------....
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intelligence no matter how the latter is measured.
several reasons.

This seems likely for

Often the anticipations, expectancies, understandings, and

predictions of the behavior of others that are the essence of social intelligence take place in our conscious thought processes which are often carried on
in verbal terms.

Also, part of both sending and receiving communications in a

social interaction is verbal in nature.

If all social communications in a

social interaction were by verbal means, a higher correlation between verbal
and social intelligence would be expected.

Since only some of our thought

processes occur on a verbal and conscious basis and only part of our social
communication is verbal in nature, only a moderate to low correlation should
exist between verbal and social intelligence, but it should exist.
The tendency for high and low verbal ability subjects to obtain high
•

I
I

I

I

I

social intelligence scores can also be explained in these terms.

High verbal

.ability subjects, since they are highly skilled verbally, may tend to rely

:::: :::::::yo:k:::::ls:::::::

::::·::::.·::.:·:::ll:::m:::::::o:.::::l::a~y l

rely more heavily on nonverbal social communication cues and thought processes ·1'
Since both verbal and nonverbal social communications are generally being
transmitted and received simultaneously, it seems pos3ible that both high and
low verbally skilled subjects might reach a high level of accuracy in their
anticipations and understandings of the social behavior of another but through
greater emphasis on either verbal or nonverbal communications.

This, of

·course, is only speculative but should be a fruitful area for future research.
The measure of cognitive style (the Hidden Figures Test) did not prove to

f be
L.::to

'CW

significantly correlated with either measure of verbal intelligence.
-

•
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correlations between the Hidden Figures Test and the two measures of verbal
intelligence ranged from -.02 to .14 with a mean of .07.

These correlations

were much lower than those between the Guilford measures and the verbal intelligence measures and none of them approached the .45 level.

These results

indicate that the Hidden Figures Test has measured something other than verbal
ability.
None of the correlations between the Role-Taking 2 task and the two
measures of verbal intelligence which ranged from .15 to .19 with a mean of

.17 was significant.

Also, none of the correlations between the Role-Taking 1

j

task and the SAT Verbal scores which ranged from .16 to .23 with a mean of .19
was significant.

However, two of the correlations between the Role-Taking 1

task and the Concept Mastery Test were significant.
rPlatinns of . ?n And . ?j

WP.rt"'

The two significant cor-

-,-0J.qtivPly c:ma11 and on1 y accountf'<l for 7 and

4 per cent of the variance respectively.

These results indicate that the

Role-Taking 1 and 2 tasks were also measuring something other than verbal
ability.
Interestingly, the two Role-Taking tasks which are composed entirely of
verbal material correlated much lower with the verbal intelligence measures
than did the Guilford tests which were specifically designed to minimize verbal involvement.

This suggests that the Role-Taking tasks may be more closely
v

related to cognitive style than social intelligence.

This suggestion was also

supported by the size of the factor loadings obtained by these measures on

I
I

Factor 3.
Factor Analysis
The main hypothesis of this study predicted that the measures of Witkin,

~~~~----------------------------------------~---------------.-.--------.....
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Feffer, and Guilford would all load significantly on the same factor and not
load significantly with the measures of verbal intelligence.
sented in Table 9 partially confirmed this hypothesis.

The results pre-

The first factor, Fae-

tor 1, appeared to be a verbal intelligence factor as evidenced by the high
loadings of the three verbal intelligence variables on this factor.

The second

factor, Factor 2, appeared to be a creativity or flexibility of thinking factor
since its three highest loadings were held by the two creativity tasks and the
word fluency measure.

This factor was also defined by age and social class in

that younger and lower socioeconomic class individuals appear to have achieved
higher scores on the creativity tasks.

The third factor, Factor 3, appeared

to be the social intelligence or understanding factor predicted by the main
hypothesis.
i

1

Cartc~r.e,

The Hidden Figures Test, the Role-Taking 1 and 2 tasks, Missing

and

C~rtcon

Predictions all had their highest loadings on

F~ctc~

3

which did not have a loading above the .30 level for any of the verbal intelligence variables. The two Guilford variables predicted to load above .30 on this
factor which failed to do so were Social Translations and Expression Grouping.
The negative loadings of age and socioeconomic class on Factor 2 at first
seemed to be at odds with what was to be expected.

Usually individuals who

are older and of middle or high socioeconomic class have scored higher on
academic and intellectual measures.
the

~ounger

Here, according to the factor loadings,

and lower socioeconomic class individuals surpassed the older and

higher socioeconomic class individuals.

A possible explanation of the socio-

economic results is that they were specific to the sample used in this study,
college students.

It seems possible that lower socioeconomic class individ-

uals who have obtained admittance to a college are more highly motivated to
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perform and achieve academically than lower socioeconomic class individuals
in general.

Since the creativity tasks were not tasks which relied heavily on

past academic achievement and were tasks which were scored by the number of
different responses produced in a given period of time, motivation may have
readily influenced an individual's performance on them.
The importance of the age variable in this study and for Factor 2 is
questionable since the age range of the entire sample was only six and one
half years and the standard deviation was only 1 year.
a

restric~ed

This seems to be quite

age range for a significant relationship in an adult population.

Examination of the correlations between age and the Alternate Uses (.E,=-.15)
and Similarities (.E,=-.08) tasks revealed that they were both low and nonsignificant.

Rather than age, grade in school and motivation may have been the

i influence here.

The younger subjects in this study were mainly flrsl

seme~LeL

freshmen, a segment of students whose motivation for performing well in psychology experiments may be relatively high compared to that of more advanced
students.
As stated above, the main hypotheses was only partially confirmed by the
results of the factor analysis.
tent with the hypothesis:

Two aspects of the results were not consis-

(1) Social Translations and Missing Cartoons loaded

significantly on Factor 1 with the verbal intelligence measures and (2) Social
Translations and Expression Grouping failed to load on Factor 3 with the other
predicted measures.
That the Social Translations test loaded significantly with the measures
of verbal intelligence was not so difficult to understand for, of the six
Guilford social intelligence tests, Social Translations is the only one which
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directly utilized printed verbal material.

The loading of Missing Cartoons on

the verbal factor was more difficult to understand.

One fact which distin-

guished the Missing Cartoons and Social Translations test was that, of the
four Guilford measures used in this study, they were the two that represented
more than one of Guilford's original cognition of behavior
et al., 1965).

f~ctors

(O'Sullivan,

In that study, Social Translations loaded both on factor CBT,

Cognition of Behavioral Transformations (.51) and on factor CBR, Cognition of
Behavioral Relations (.34) while Missing Cartoons loaded on factor CBS, Cognition of Behavioral Systems (.52), on factor CBU, Cognition of Behavioral
Units (.41), and on factor CBI, Cognition of Behavioral Implications (.35).
There does seem to be a pattern, in terms of the original Guilford
factors, to the way in which the Guilford measures have loaded on the factors
obtained

in

the present study.

Both of the Guilford measures which loaded

on Factor 3 in the present study measured the Cognition of Behavioral
Implications (CBI) factor in the Guilford studies.

For the Cartoon Predic-

tions test, CBI was the only Guilford factor on which it obtained a significant factor loading while, as mentioned above, Missing Cartoons loaded

'

.

significantly not only on CBI but also on CBS and CBU.

The two Guilford

measures which failed to load significantly on Factor 3 in the present study,

i

I

according to the Guilford study results, did not measure CBI.

Social Trans-

lations measured CBT and CBR while Expression Grouping measured Cognition
of Behavioral Classes (CBC).

This suggests that Factor 3 of the present

study might represent that element of social intelligence which was partially
measured and identified in the Guilford studies as Cognition of Behavioral
Implications (CBI).

...

·~"'·----------------------------------------
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This explanation gains more credence when the nature of the CBI factor
is considered.

Guilford (1967) suggested the following definition of implica-

tion: "The definition of implication emphasizes expectancies, anticipations,
and predictions, the fact that one item of information leads naturally to
another (p. 104)."

When one also considers that a major element of the role-

taking ability defined by Feffer's Role-Taking 1 and 2 tasks was the ability
to anticipate and predict the behavior of another it is not surprising that
the measures of these variables loaded together.

The idea that Factor 3 is

actually something akin to Guilford's CBI factor was given some additional sup- 1
port by the fact that the factorially simple Guilford measure of CBI, Cartoon
Predictions, loaded only on Factor 3, while the factorially more complex mea-

l

sure of CBI, Missing Cartoons, also loaded on Factor 1.

The implication here

is that the influence of CBI facilitated tne loading of Hissing CarLoous on
Factor 3 while the influence of CBS and CBU, or their combination, facilitated
the loading on Factor 1.

Again, while this is an attractive explanation of the

present results, final judgment must await the corroboration of future researc

I

efforts in this area.
Hidden Figures Performance and Social Intelligence
The results presented in Tables 10, 11, and 12 partially supported hypoth-

1esis

a which held that subjects identified as analytical by the Hidden Figures

Test score higher on the Guilford measures than subjects identified as global
on this measure.

I
I

Only 7 of the 15 correlations reported in Table 10 reached

significance and only the correlation between Hidden Figures Test scores and
the Composite I reached significance for both sexes and all subjects combined.

I The

size of these correlations was small and suggested that even though they

L.~·-------------------------~----------------------------~
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were significant they did not indicate a very strong relationship.
the five analyses of variance, which used

gro~ps

Four of

scoring at opposite extremes

of the Hidden Figures Test, showed a significant main effect for cognitive
style on Guilford test performance in the predicted direction.

That is, the

analytical subjects scored higher than the global subjects.
A significant main effect for sex with the females scoring higher than
the males was obtained only for performance on the Social Translations test.
Shanley et al. (1971) also found a main effect for sex with the females scorin
higher on the Social Translations test and the Composite I.

Closer examinatio

of their results suggested that the main effect for sex found for Composite I
was actually carried by the Social Translations test which is one of the four
tests that compose the Composite I.
those or Shaniey et: al. except

tnat.:

The present results were consistent with
in this

CCI.St! i..ht! t!:l.LecL

u[

St:.I{ Cid

Lht!

Social Translations test was not large enough to yield a significant main
effect for sex on the analysis of variance for Composite I.
~idden

Figures Perfonuance and Role-Taking Ability

Hypothesis b, that subjects identified as analytical on the Hidden Figurel
Test show a higher level of role-taking ability than subjects identified as
global by the Hidden Figures Test, was supported by the results presented in
Tables 13, 14, and 15.

All six of the correlations reported in Table 13 were

significant beyond the .01 level.

While they did not reach the .45 level they

were all in the middle .30s and .40s.

The size of these correlations in com-

parison with those between the Hidden Figures Test and the Guilford measures
suggested that the Hidden Figures Test was more strongly related to the RoleTaking tasks than to the Guilford measures.
L----~·~--·--·---·~-w-n•~_,,,

______

The 2 x 2 analyses of variance of

_...,._..._,_..,._._,~_..,,,,_.,_

__....,_.._..________..________________.....,

l

__________________
______
,
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the effects of sex and cognitive style yielded a main effect for cognitive
style on both the Role-Taking l and Role-Taking 2 tasks which was significant
beyond the .001 level.

These results strongly supported hypothesis

Q·

There

I

was no significant main effect for sex or sex x cognitive style interaction for,
either analysis.

Role-Taking Ability and Social Intelligence

I

Hypothesis £, which stated that subjects who evidenced a high level of

role-taking ability on the Role-Taking 1 and 2 tasks show a higher level of
social intelligence on the Guilford measures than subjects who evidence a
lower level of role-taking ability on the Role-Taking 1 and 2 tasks, was supported for the Role-Taking 1 task (Tables 16, 17, and 18) and was partially
supported for the Role-Taking 2 task (Tables 16, 19, and 20).
I

Thirteen ot the lJ correlations between the Role-Taking 1 ana t.ne uU1.J.:i.:or1
• "

'""!

•,.

r

,/.

measures contained in Table 16 were significant and three of these (Role-Takin
1 with Missing Cartoons for the females, Composite I for the females, and
Composite I for all subjects combined) exceeded the .45 level.

For all five o

the analyses of variance which used the groups who were high or low on RoleTaking 1 there was a significant main effect for role-taking ability on the
Guilford measures in the predicted direction.

In none of the five cases was

there a significant sex x role-taking ability interaction effect although therJ
i

was one significant main effect for sex with the females scoring higher than
the males on the Social Translations test.

Because of the significant sex

dif ferencc in verbal ability (males higher than females on the Concept Mastery
Test scores) found for the Role-Taking 1 groups, the meaning of the effect for
sex on the Social Translations test remained unclear.
L41W lll&H•

..

'
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Only 7 of the 15 correlations between the Role-Taking 2 task and the
Guilford measures (Table 16) were significant and none of these reached the

.45 level.

Here again all five of the analyses of variance which used the

high and low Role-Taking 2 groups showed a significant main effect for roletaking ability in the direction predicted by hypothesis £·

As for Role-Taking

1, there was no significant sex x role-taking interaction effect for any of
the analyses and a main effect for sex only on the Social Translations test
with the females scoring higher than the males.

As was the case for the

Role-Taking 1 groups, the meaning of the sex effect on the Social Translations test for the Role-Taking 2 groups remained unclear because of the
previously found sex difference in verbal ability for these groups.

Also

confounding the matter is the fact that the Social Translations test loaded
i
1

sig11ificantly

011

i:.ht: v.::rual factor, Factor 1, but not

011

the social intell.i.-

gence factor, Factor 3.
The only one of the five Guilford scores used in this study which yielded
a significant sex difference (females scored higher than males) was the Social
Translations test.

As mentioned above, the meaning of this difference was not

entirely clear in the case of the two Role-Taking task analyses because of the
fact that males scored significantly higher than females on the Concept Mastery
Test.

Although it might be supposed that higher verbal scores would facili-

tate performance on Social Translations (because of the significant correla,;

·~

..

;~

'

tions between Concept Mastery and Social Translations scores--£:.38 for males
and .46 for females) this possibility was not supported.
was apparent in the Shanley et al. (1971) study.

This same situation

Their females had also

scored significantly higher on the Social Translations test while their males

l

had

_s_c_o_r_e_d_s_i-~-n=-:-an_t_l_y_h:er th::-~-i-s_I_Q_t
on

...e·s=t-._I_f_s_e_x_d_i_f_f_e_r_e_n_c_e_s_o_n_t_h1

Social Translations test were due to differences in verbal abilities, one woul&
have expected the high verbal ability males to have scored higher on Social
Translations than the females who were lower in verbal ability.

However, the

same sex differences for the Social Translations test were also found for the
groups used in the cognitive style analysis but for these groups there was no
difference in verbal ability.

In this light it appears that the sex differ-

ences found in the present study and the study reported by Shanley et
not simply differences in verbal ability but differences attributable
Social Translations test itself.
The failure of the Role-Taking 2 scores to correlate with the Guilford
measures as well as did the Role-Taking 1 scores may have been due, in part,
to the differences in the number of stories t:old for each of the

La::;k.::;.

Ti1e

card for the Role-Taking 1 task contained four characters while the card for
the Role-Taking 2 contained only two characters.
~ontained

The larger number of figures

in the Role-Taking 1 card required more stories be told for that car

and as a result that more stories be included in the scoring of that card.
This served to increase the variability in scores for the Role-Taking 1 task
and probably also increased its reliability.

One or both of these factors

could account for the higher correlations obtained for Role-Taking 1 and the
Guilford measures.

On the basis of these findings, it is recommended that

investigators consider the number of characters involved in each of the stimulus cards for the Role-Taking Task and the possibility that stories involving
three or four characters are more reliable than those involving only two persons.

-------------------
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Conclusions
Based on the results of this study and the foregoing discussion, the
following conclusions seemed warranted:
(1)

There was a common factor underlying performance on Witkin's
Hidden Figures Test, Feffer's Role-Taking tasks, and Guilford's
Cartoon Predictions and Missing Cartoons tests which was separate
from verbal intelligence.

Missing Cartoons and Social Transla-

tions, however, were related to verbal intelligence (Concept
Mastery Test and SAT Verbal scores).
(2)

The cognitive style dimension of Witkin was related to social
intelligence as measured by the Guilford tests in that analytical
subjects scored significantly higher on t.he Guilford measures than

(3)

The cognitive style dimension of Witkin was related to balanced
decentering as measured by Feffer's Role-Taking tasks in that
analytical subjects scored significantly higher on the Role-Taking
tasks than global subjects.

(4)

The cognitive style dimension of Witkin was more closely related
to Feffer's Role-Taking tasks than to Guilford's social intelligence measures.

(5)

The Role-Taking tasks of Feffer were related to the social intelligence measures of Guilford in that subjects high in role-taking
ability scored significantly higher on the Guilford measures than

·

I

did subjects low in role-taking ability.
(6)

There was a relatively small but significant relationship between

~~~a ..
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verbal intelligence and social intelligence as measured by the
Guilford tests.
(7)

There was a small but significant tendency for females to score
higher than the males on the Social Translations test but not on
the other Guilford measures used in this study.

These conclusions are necessarily restricted in their generalizability
for all of the subjects used in this study were undergraduate college students
attending a single midwestern university.

Also, while several Negro subjects

were included, no attempt was made to systematically balance the racial composition of the sample used.

l

SUMMARY

This study was an attempt to draw together the research on social intelligence, as measured by Guilford; role-taking ability, as measured by Feffer; an ,
the analytical-global dimension of cognitive style, as measured by Witkin.
Two of Feffer's Role-Taking Tasks which require a subject to relate a
story to a TAT-like picture and then to retell that story from the point of
view of each character in the story were used as measures of role-taking ability.

The Hidden Figures Test was used to determine the extent of a subject's

field independence as defined by Witkin.
\

The Expression Grouping, Cartoon Pre-

dictions, Missing Cartoons, and Social Translations subtests of Guilford's Six

-~,

Factor Test of Social Intelligence and his Social Cognition Composite I were

used to determine a subject's level of social intelligence.
It was hypothesized that there was a common factor underlying performance
I

1

en the tests

ability.

Feffar, and Witkin which was distinct from verbal

To examine this hypothesis, 60 male and 60 female undergraudate

students were administered these measures and the Terman Concept Mastery Test,
a word fluency task, and two measures of creativity.

These tests along with

the subject's scores on the SAT Verbal test and the demographic variables of
age, birth order, and social class rating were submitted to a factor analysis
which yielded three factors and partially confirmed the hypothesis.

Factor 1,

on which SAT Verbal scores, Terman Concept Mastery Test Part 1 and 2 scores,
Missing Cartoons, and Social Translations had their largest loadings, was
identified as a verbal ability factor.

Factor 2, on which the two creativity

tasks and the word fluency task had their largest loadings and on which age
and social class rating had negative loadings, was identified as creativity92

93
flexibility of thinking factor.

Factor 3, on which Role-Taking Tasks 1 and 2,

Hidden Figures, Missing Cartoons, and Cartoon Predictions had their largest
loadings, was identified as the hypothesized social intelligence factor.

This

factor seemed to be related to Guilford's CBI factor.
Closer examination of the relationships between these measures revealed
that the Hidden Figures Test was significantly and positively related to the
Guilford and Feffer tests and that the Feffer tasks were related significantly
and positively to the Guilford tests.

The Guilford tests correlated signifi-

cantly and positively with the Concept Mastery Test and SAT Verbal scores
while the Fidden Figures and Role-Taking tasks did not.

These correlations

were significant but most of them were not large and suggested only moderate
relationships between the measures.

Sex differences on the measures were exam-

i

'ioed and dlscu~se<l.
It was concluded that:

(1) there was a common factor underlying perfor-

mance on the measures of Witkin, Feffer, and Guilford; (2) analytical subjects
scored significantly higher on the Guilford and Feffer measures than did global
subjects; (3) high role-taking ability subjects scored higher on the Guilford
measures than low role-taking ability subjects; (4) there was a small but significant relationship between verbal ability and social intelligence; and (5)
females scored significantly higher than the males on the Social Translations
test but not on the other Guilford measures, Hidden Figures, or Role-Taking.

11----------------------------------------------·---------~·-~--------u-~.,,..........,__________..,J
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